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A VOTE FOR EKLUND OTTO, OR DE BACA IS

A VOTE FOR

DO'ERISM AND DISASTER TO THE VILLAGE OWNED U1ILIT1E
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Union County Sammies at Camp

STRONG ANTI- -

Kearney Arc Interested Mera-'- )
bers of News Family
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At a regularly called convention
held in th rourt room at the
Court House Thiiríulay night tlie
citizens of Clay tun nominated one
f II . rlcingrest city tickets thai has
ever bcrn jdaccd in the politic jl

f'.aptain Snyder actiiifr as N n
chai. ninn. called the convention In or ier. Tom .Owens was
cliaiin.au and C. L. Cillnii si

po-ra- rv
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A motion 'liat the chair upp'um.
committee of live to rtvoinm Mid
candidates t the convention was
carried h an overwhehniiifr rising
vote, aud after due deliberation the
committee recommended the fullow- injr candidates for the various city
oflices. The candidates were accepted by the convention with Title or
no opposition.
r. N. K. Charlton.
For Mayor
For Treasurer ltolxrt Isaacs.
For Clerk Mary T. llyan.
For Trustees Frank Kilburu. Cha.s.
ChiKKelt. V. C. Harnharl and W. C.
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Spade a Spade and a Knave
a Knave in Politics

The only answer to the perfidy of the wheel-horsof Do'erism in their attempt to throttle the
popular will of the people of Clayton is a vote
against the Do'erism candidates for trustees.
Don't be misled by honeyed statements, or
es

protestations of reform !
They are the stack in trade of the grafting
politician ; lieing and deceit and camouflage are the
weapons of the professional office holder who, with
TWO III MUtKl) It ABV KOMIS
The arcompHiiini,' kodak picture
no apparent income, becomes rich in the employ
OUNLI) BY CLAYTON PI TILS diows Jiow copies of the .News ace
of the municipality.
eeeived at linip Kearny. Calif., hy
"The report of tin- thrift ilrivc in JUe. L'nioii County boys stationed r.t
The time has come to call a spade a spade
tlf local jicliools shows ta t llif that cantonment. It's just like a let ).lolmn.
home,
wrote
pupils of l".l;iyl"ii dec ll owners of
niic nf " thein
Frank Hoover.
r or Mar all
. and a knave akna,veiCtaytonJs on the brink of
a. rew iiays aao. .
Iwii lumdifij war .saving stampThere - no- need to enlurn1' uiou bankruptcy thru the
action of the village board of
y
t The copy they arc rt adin;.' is
'"balv lioiuls"- - tiwl that u lare
the'clainis of these candidates. All
the ltisl issue potten out by are too well kliown as advocates of
of fiupils arc Icariiinj.' the haliits
trustees. Mayor Rixey has had nothing to do with
of thrift t Ii ivi the pmchasii ofthc tfieir friend "IIíkIi". who sent the clean and eflh'ient citv government
to
charge
every l'nioii and as opponents of Do'er and all it. He has refused to sign the contract which would
thrift stamps. 'Hit l Mult ufth) News free of
thrift campaign in the' local school County boy in the national
lio'erism to need further recommensaddle the alleged engineer Duerr upon the village
is Krutifvin.' to every n ident of the
The letter arcoiiuiaiivin! the rtic- - dation to the voters of Clayton.
ture read as
city.
This is thi' Citizens" ticket. Vole
for another two years. The men who are responIn ailililion to l,he purchase of a
Clayton News:
it straight and oust, the professionstamps
punt
of the war
Luclosed you will Mud a small al politicians from their controle of sible for the reign of inefficiency
and wanton ex'oflicf. the pupils snapshot of us Clayton hoys, which
sold thru the
of the r.lavtoii schools contrihutetl (ells better than words oil how we
penditure of funds until the village is almost as
I 'NT SI AL
nearly mie huiwlreil dollars In the Y.j appreciate your paper. When a copy FLUIU AHY
M. ('.. A. work in the army, purchased or tinMONTH IN CLIMATK HKCOUDS much in debt as the whole of Union
County are
.News is receivejt .word is
a one hundred dollar Imud ill the ipiickly passed along the compuuy
You probably do not remember, or the same men who are seeking
at the
Second Liherty Loan series, and lii" street
the at iiMis loy-- concern
done what they could to hcljt in! ed and the result is the scene as possibly never considered the fact
hands of the voters of Clayton. These men have
every war movement.
portrayed in Ihe picture. Here's hop- at the time, (bat February just past
was ue of Ihe most peculiar months
A Junior Hed Cross has been orjtan ing that we shall continue to rebeen ably assisted by City Attorney Easterwood.
ied and in every room in the schoo-- ceive it wherever we may go so of record. It had less moisture
some phaze of the war work is he- that you can say that it "goes over and more heat than any month of the
It is common talk and generally believed that
thirteen years a record has Iwcn
ing pursued regulary and system-- :
lop" with the boys.
kept here.
alically. The faculty feels justly '
the secret desire of the Do'er candidates for trus
Hespecl fully
The mean average temperature
proud of the work accomplished by
THK HOYS
normal, tees is to plunge the village into bankruptcy
that
tlie school.
As nearly as we can judge the was in.', a departure from
r,.)1n
Ihe names oi me owners 01 iiie.,vs
(.rt to right. Hoy or the average'for the thirteen years,
The high tempera-lur- e the municipal light and water plant may be bought
baby bonds are given in (he report, '.vdanw, I
Mansker, Francis lioggs, of ,'.i degrees.
7ti
on
was
the
.Newsbut are not published by the
j.lk(l .n.,ni i:ni tis Longest and .lolin
the lowest. 5 on the first. The. great- in from a friendly receiver for a small sum and beman for reasons made plain in for- - Ii:i.i'Iís Porter.
e
est range of temperature was
,
iiii'i' issues.
come the private property of a private corporation.
extwo
degrees
the
between
FOLK STATUS SKKI) HAS NKW
N'KWS SIIOI IS SWKIT.
the max- The reign of inefficiency and wanton expenditure
liltWCH FOB NORTH I N ION tremes on the second, when
registered "si
WITH
KYF.HY (MICASIONALLY
imum thermometer
LOCAL RHOOM ...The Four State Seed Co., a local and the minimum registered one.
of funds of the past two years is all but enough to
Tintotal precipitation was :JH,
concern, has established a branch
disgust the taxpayers .with municipal ownership,
The News shop is nearly a clean at lcs Moisés, according to this
and
as a pin. sometimes,
ltus and if
week's Swastika. The míií coiuiany drcta on the
it continues under the same rule of ruin ihe
when it is, occasiosally swept with .has purchased a buildisg, which will was all suiiA'iji)ine four inches fallawe'ntjr-foa broom nTwde from selected home
This
hours.
ihe moved to a convenient Jocation ing 'Within
time will come and not very long when your plant
The broom is a ncar tlie hailroad, and has installeii as twenty
urown briwh.
of an inch
presiU froia ."S. Hcfi'ner, wio bas
lessMffcifl tftf'rtfivrage precipitation will be sold to a set of grasping politicians.
ivean rieamni; plant, nie Drancn
established a broom factory in the will
of great benefit to the f or t h r, t irt r.ep .yea rs.
..
...
,
,
old feed yard building and if makm ,im'
TIK$W' filé. the
Are you going to see your electric light and
'
oruí? Vwn'
good l,r.!r,i?ií-.íííwere the Only
and
When you use a Refiner,
brush.
two in which the sky was complete- water system taken away from you, Mr. Taxpayer?
C.AMOl'FLAGE.
broom you arc helping the whole
There were six that
is a French word of ly overcast.
(mouna
community as ..thviyi are entirely italiuti origin (camuffare, disguise) were partly cloudly, however, anil Are you going to sit idly by with your eyes full of
I pion made.
and is uieii in war dis'tches con- twenty that were regular New Mex- the sand of honeyed words and
put in office again
notes dLsgui.se by masking, a artil- - ico days.
.
William, who had, been, iery,"wit! ' a arbor of leaver built
board of trustees who have all but ruined the
employed at the Powell Overland around gun, or aa an ooserver on
Miss Stella Aytee has accepted a a
Co., has accepted á position in
in
village credit?
outpost duty, a sharpshooter, etc., position as printer's apprentice
I
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with whisps of straw to imitate a the News office, and,the whole News
or pheavea of grain while con- force w quite proud of their new
chock
O.
of Dal hart, visited
cealing his body. The word is pro- dv er, angle.
his parents in Clayton Tuesday.
nounced
the first, "a"
Mrs. F!. A. Gibson, of Terre
J. C. Caldwell returned the first as in "artistic," the "u" as in "rule," Haute, Ind., is visiting her sister,-Mrsof tke week from a visit with rela- the final "a" as in "art," and the
K. Q. Palmer.
"ik" as ""z in azure.
tives in Illinois.
'
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Vote against OTTO. Vote again

LKLIND. Vote against OK BACA
Regardless, of all their large and liberal statements' regardless of their
pleasing personality; regardless of their suavity and seeming horror at
any mention of the subject, they are the enemies of popular government in Muy ton. There is one safe course. Vote a straight Citizen ticket.

i
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FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS

Secretary Baker was presented to
King George at Buckingham palace by
Ambassador Page.
The bombardment of Paris by a
gun was as great a surprise to Germany as to other parts of
the world.
The correspondent
of the Berlin
Vorwaerts at the French front reports
that the German emperor, with his
staff, was at St. Quentln on Tuesday.
"Along the whole front there have
been the usual artillery actions and
moderate activity by our reconnolter-in- g
parties," says the Rome war of"SJx hostile airplanes
fice report.
were brought down."
The Tuesday night report from general headquarters at Berlin announces
the capture of Ljhons, Roye and Noy-oand declares that the German
forces have crossed the old Somme
battle Une at many points:
British airmen continue to give
strong help to the infantry and artillery, and the latest statement reports
that they accounted for sixty-seveor which
enemy machines, forty-fivwere shot down. The British loss was
ten.
Entente aviators also have
bombed Cologne and railway stations
behind the battle line, as well as aerodromes and billets.
Russian and German soldiers in Siberia are organizing an army corps
composed of one exclusively Russian
division and another which will be
s
AusGerman and
trian, according to reports reaching
official quarters at Irkutsk. Four
thousand Cossacks are said to have
Joined 10,000 Germans, the combined
force being expected to go to Irkutsk.
It is officially reported that seventy
German divisions have taken part In
the fighting in the offensive on the
Western front, and that troops have
been removed from every part of the
front to reinforce the armies which
have been forcing the British to fall
back. Observers at the front say that
German losses have been frightful, estimated at 450,000 in the
drive.
Twenty-fou- r
shells reached Paris on
Saturday and twenty-seveSunday.
The interval between shots was reduced from fifteen or twenty minutes
on Saturday to an average of nine
minutes Sunday. On two occasions
there was an interval of only one or
two minutes. Shells fell at 9:15 and
9:16 o'clock and at 9:45 and 9:47.
This was accepted as confirming the
theory that at least two
guns were firing.
long-rang-

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.

RECORD

Waatarn Nawapapar Vnlon Itawa Barrica.

have been taken. German troops captured Nesle and Bapaume.
The withdrawal of Halg's forces to
prepared positions at the opening of
the great drive is declared to be mas-

ter strategy.

e

two-third-

Resumption of fighting in Ukraine
between the Germans and the Boishe-Tik- i
Is reported in a Reuter dispatch
from Petrograd.
Entire confidence relgne that the
Germans' last trump in the world battle will be overtrumped when the
proper moment comes.
The front of the FlnnlBh Red guards
has been broken and they are fleeing
southward In panic', according to reports received at Stockholm.
American
engineers have again
been in the throes of fierce conflict
on the west front. They have done
excellent work in transportation.
Lunevllle (about ten miles behind
the American sector In which Americans are fighting In that region) was
shelled Monday for the first time tn
two years.
After six days of terrific fighting
the German offensive in France Is beginning to show signs of losing Its
momentum. The progress of the enemy has materially slackened.
Thirty German soldiers were killed
and more than 100 others Injured and
500 munition wagons were blown up
by an explosion at Mevrlgnles station
near Mons, Belgium.
The battle continues on the whole
front south of the Somme river, Field
Marshall Halg reported Tuesday from
the war zone in France. The Germans have also launched new attacks
around Chaulnes.
The Germans swarmed over No
Man's Land in such great numbers in
their first attacks that It was impossible-for
the British gunners to miss
them, telegraphs the correspondent at
British headquarters In France of the
London Daily Express.
The British front after the St. Quen-tlreverse is remaining stolidly Intact in the south. Here Is where the
greatest blows are falling, and here Is
the scene fixed. If the British line
still holds, for the house of Hohen-rollern'- s
most disastrous defeat.
Official statements issued at London confirm the report from Berlin
that American forces are engaged In
the struggle. They are reported as
"fighting shoulder to shoulder" with
the French and British in the region
of Roye, on the south side of the salient driven Into the allied front.
n

WESTERN
All cabarets in Chicago will be
abolished after May 1 under the terms
of an ordinance passed by the city
council.
The Rev. Wallace M. Short, preacher-candidate
on the Labor ticket, was
elected mayor of Sioux City, la., by
1,881 majority over A. C. Andrews, incumbent.
"No ground for anxiety," was the
opinion Brig. Con. W. A. White of the
British army expressed at Chicago as
he read the dispatches from the western front.
,
The German drive has awakened the
West to a realisation of the serious-neeitof the war, said T. I. O'Connor,
noted Irish Journalist and member of
the British Parliament, at San Francisco, lie spoke before the Burlln-gamCountry Club.
Among tlie ninety-eigh- t
men who received diplomas from the army avia,
tlon school at Ohio State University at
Columbus, were Russell G. Colt, husband of Kthel Barrymore, the actress,
and Philip D. Armour III., nephew of
the Chlrago packer.
s

e

WASHINGTON
The War Department appointed 500
men to the officers' reserve corps of
the national army.
Thirty American soldiers fighting in
France have won promotion by recom-

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

e

n,

ABOUT THE WAR
Oermans are guarding 10,000 rifles
In the arsenal at Irkutsk.
British thwart German tactics and
"plncer" movement Is failure.
Further progress by the British in
Palestine is reported In an official
statement from London.
Berlin claims that 45,000 prisoners

mendation of General Pershing.

Fair and Square

THE CLAYTON NEWS

one-thir-

six-da-

y

n

long-distanc- e

SPORT
At Annapolis the House of Delegates defeated a bill to abolish betting
at all race tiacks in Maryland.
Jack Dempsey has another quick

victory to his credit. He knocked out
Tom Riley, an unknown, in fifty sec
onds at Joplin, Mo.
Jess Willard and Fred Fulton signed
an agreement at Chicago to meet
July 4 for the heavyweight champion
ship of the world. The place was not
named in the articles. Fulton Is to
get $20,000 as his share and Willard
75 per cent of the net receipts.
Denver's chances for landing the
heavyweight championship fight between Jess Willard and Fred Fulton
seem to improve, notwithstanding that
fabulous bids are being given public
ity in all parts of the country. Mrs,
Jess Willard is the latest to go on
record in favor of Denver.

GENERAL
A plea for lasting peace is made by

Pope Benedict in his Easter message
to the United States.
News reached Norfolk, Va., that
Peter Bazemore, a negro 19 years old,
who was said to have confessed attacking a farmer's wife, was lynched
near Lewiston, N. C.
The new Spanish Cabinet was wel
comed enthusiastically by the mem'
bers of the lower house of the Span
ish Parliament. The strikes in Spain
are believed to be over.
General Pershing, through the War
Department, has asked Congress to
authorize his troops to wear decora
tions bestowed on them by the allied
governments and to give him similar
powers to reward allied heroes.
MaJ. Henry C. Emery, the Yale professor taken prisoner by the Germans
on the Aland Islands, has been taken
on a German transport to Dantzig,
Germany, American Minister Morris In
Sweden reported tc the State Depart
ment.
An extraordinary demand for Lib
erty bonds, particularly the second 4s,
at an advance of V4 to 1 per cent to
D7V4 was tDe striking feature of Tues
day's early dealings on the New York
stock exchange. Transactions In these
bonds in the first half hour approxi
mated $5,000,000 par value.
Fire, following a series of unexplained explosions, destroyed the sixtitory building of the Jarvls Warehouse Company, incorporated, near
the Erie railroad terminal in Jersey
City, N. J., and badly damaged the
Erie repair shops. No loss of life has
been reported. The materiel damage
was estimated by Jersey City police
and fire officials at close to $1,500,000.

New Mexico
Waatarn Nawapapar Union Nowa Barrica,
COMINO ItVENT.
October Annual meeting New Mexico

I'ubllc Health Association.
Alamogordo will get a new sanitarium.
camDemlng is having a clean-upaign.
Las Cruces will cultivate all vacant
lots this year.
Much
lining activity Is being
shown in the Steins district
Chicken, garden and rabbit clubs
have been formed at Loving.
The lamb crop in Rio Arriba county is reported as 90 per cent.
The sum of $55,000 was expended on
Grant county roads during 1917.
The Keno mines at Victorlo are
r
making shipments of
ore.
Citizens of the state will help to
popularize the pinto bean by means
of postcards.
The oil company drilling a well near
Aztec has good prospects of finding
oil at 2.000 feet
The Burro Springs district again
Bhows mining activity, after lying dormant for many years.
The Socorro Mining & Milling Company is making good headway with its
new mill at Mogollón.
Collections of taxes for state purposes in all the counties of New Mexico last year were $1,102,619.71.
A stabbing affray at Raton cost the
life of Luis Montoya and resulted in
serious wounds for Rafael Peno.
Upwards of 2,000,000 acres of state
lands in Luna, Grant and Sierra counties are under lease to stockmen.
Approximately
250 candidates received the higher degrees In Masonry
at the Scottish Rite reunion in Santa
Fe.
A price for the 1918 wheat crop o!
at least $2.50 a bushel was urged In
the Senate by Senator Fall of New
Mexico.
Pedro Mahboub of Coyote, Rio Arriba county, has been discharged from
bankruptcy by Federal Judge Colin
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dprtnin-tPpA- ?
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.
a nrc 1loss mai may
i ou pay lor insurance against
happen. Are you equally protected against loss
tnat surely ivtu nappenii your nomc rciuama
unpainted, or poorly painted ? Is your property
Certain-tee- d
'against deterioration and decay?
--

Wherever there is need for paint or varnish, that need it supPaint or Varnish made for the purpose.
plied bjr a Ctrtain-ttt- d
For interior walls, ceiling, woodwork, floors and furniture;
for exterior walls, roofs, porches, outbuildings and porch
product made to withstand
there is a Ctrtain-ttt- d
furniture
the use or exposure to which it will be subjected.

Certain-tee- d
Paints and Varnishes

are more decorative than ordinary paintt, their colon and finiih more
clear and luttrout. And they are, in the ultimate, more economical; for
they spread farther and Uit longer, and each color ii priced according
to iti coit of production i whereat moit paintt are told at a flat price,
bated upon the production cott of the mott expensive color.

For Porch and Lawn Furniture
in the illustration it giving his porch and lawn furniture
Porch Fura coat of Ctrtain-Ut- d
niture Enamel. The tun will not
fade its colorí rain will not dim
itt lustre hot weather will not
often its surface. Thit enamel,
prodlike sll other Ctrtain-tttucts, it compounded of pure
material, properly proportioned,
accurately mixed by machinery
under the lupervition of paint
experta.

The man

d

Neblett
John Sullivan, aged

25 years, a resident of Old Albuquerque, tried to
commit suicide by Blashing his throat
with a razor.
The total number of 1918
licenses issued up to March 16
by Secretary of State Antonio Lucero was 13,424.
A barn with capacity of 150 tons
of hay, and adjoining living quarters,
were destroyed by fire near Anthony,
Dona Ana county.
Six hundred and seventy thousand
acres of state land have been leased
for oil purposes and over $100,000 in
cash bonds are up.
Sixty-eigh- t
thousand, eight hundred
acres of land In the eastern part of
the state have been opened up for
'
homestead purposes.
Jack Pavllch, Frank Mudlck and
Vino Seplch have been bound over to
the grand Jury of Colfax county on a
charge of bootlegging.
The Vera Cruz Mining Company is
overhauling old milling and cyanide
plant at the Nogal mine, and' will inmachinery.
stall new and
Jerry Bowen, a resident of Fruit-lan- d
was arrested in Cripple Creek,
Colo., charged with stealing 900 head
of sheep from A. H. George of Fruit-lan-

hnmp

Is your

,

Ctrtain-ttt- d
Paint and Vamiihei are made for all uiet, in all colon and
in all tizet of cant. Any ttore that tellt paintt can tupply you. If the
dealer you apply to, cannot immediately tupply you what you want,
he can obtain it promptly.

Certain-tee- d
Products Corporation
Offices and Warahouaaa in tha Principal Citiaa of Amanea,
Manufacturara of

Certain-tee- d

Paints

Varnishes

Roofing

The Disturbance.
Term Defined.
"What's your idea of a separata
"Don't you love the silent watches
peace?" Inquired Broncho Bob.
of the night?"
"Well," replied Pinto Piute, "the
"I would, if it were not for the
moonlight chatter of these lovelorn practical kind of separate peace is the
Luna-tickskind that keeps a man perfectly peaceable while he is being separated from
Makes the laundress happy that's Red bis money."
Croas Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, cleat
white clothes. All good vocera. Adv.
Allen's Foot-Eafor the Troops.
H any war lone hospitals have ordered Allen's
Another View.
Foot Ease, the antlseptlo powder, for use
"Does It ever strike you that the among
the troops. Shaken Into the shoes and
pleasures of the table induce rapid sprinkled In the
Allen's
gires reBt and comfort, and makes walking s
consumption?"
delight. Bold every where 25s. Try It today. Adv.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
A Precaution.
original little liver pills put up 40 years
"Say, is there any way of getting out
ago. They regulate liver and bowels. Ad.
a blanket Injunction?"
"What for?"
Tactful Retort
"You see, my wife persists In using
She Do you believe in spells?
He (tenderly) No, but I do in ours this mild weather for fear of a
Ignacio Martinez, of Santa Crux, witches.
sudden cold spell."
who shot and killed his wife, Mrs.
Beatrice Martinez, on the morning of
Where now are the men who used
Occasionally there are men who
August 17 of last year at their home to say : "The women do not know would
rather pay their debts than be
in Santa Fe, was iound guilty of first j enough to vote."
bored to death by bill collectors.
degree murder.
Refraining from criticism of governmental acts and giving fullest cooperation to the work of winning the
war were urged by Governor Lindsey
In his address to the New Mexico
Wool Growers' Association.
A total of 6,184 men from New Mexico were In 'the military service ol
the United Slates on March 16, ao
cording to the card index In the muWhere in WMtfni Tanala
"wm lia.
seum kept by Secretary Lansing
uuy nsV
vau
iiuui
ai sTaMw
acre good Urm land that will
Bloom of the state board of histori3peI
raise
to
20
bushels
45
to
the acre of 92 wheat
its
cal service at Santa Fé.
UIC i""",
many western Canadian
si
""V
fanners (scores of them from" the
New Mexico is swinging into stride
U. S.) have paid for their land from a
single crop. Such an opportunity for 100 profit on labor and Investment
with the rest of the United States In
is worth investigation.
the War Savings campaign, and is
Canada extends to you a hearty Invitation to settle on her
now headed straight for the goal of
"
$7.000,000 invested
in War Savings
stamps during 1918, or $20 for every
man, woman and child in the stale.
or secure some of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Alberta. Think what you can make with wheat at 2 a bushel and land w
During the first month of the year,
S25.3U0 acres were classified by men
Elav. Mlvs4 ffArailner ansl
:.:..
of the United States geological surX.
enmate is rieaitwui and agreeable; railway fa. V'itr!.Lv
ine
vey and the bureau of plant industry,
cmuca excellent; goou scnoois ana churches convenient
for stock raising homestead lands In
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway
ratea to Supt Immigration. Ottawa. Canada, or to
New Mexico and were designated for
entry in tracts of 640 acres each, but
W. V. BENNETT
only 68,800 acres, or about one-fiftBoom 4. Deo Dldgn Omaha. Neb.
however, are vacant and available foi
Canadian Oovarnmant Agent
new entries.
."
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Free Homestead Lands of 160 Acres Each
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THE EKLUI1D HOTEL
MEALS, 25C TO

first

Class

Restaurant Of en Day and
Call
All Trains

150

Food Slogans of Iloovrr
Sent
Inconceivable Quantity
lias
Of Food Stuffs to Allies

tí

IN. AA.

.

This paper has enlisted
--

with the government in the
cause of America for the
period of the war

OklahomaTarm

MONEY
TO LOAN

Adverase.

food new mexico has
helped sent.) oveil the
sea to waivs victims

pa-pers-

U. E. DODSON, Inspector
Clayton, New Mexico
'
Co.
Fhore 223 or K51
Clayton
Abstract
Cffice with

Write or call' on

fi.

Question

from a Common Sense stand- point. A tailor eaaaot pat sfcoa- -

ir

Into a aalt of clotaea ana

make It aa
If he baa a

toot and lasting aa
ra nrat claaa cloth.

tilth b'nlldlnn-- a konw. The
the materials, the better
the building;. Wee keen the brat.

Same

bp iter

Lumber, Building Mnterlnl and
ton I. Quality nnd Service.

STAR

THE
CLAYTON,

A. E.

LUMBER

Monteith. Mgr.

CO.

NEW MEXICO-

afr

Tramparas Items

. IMPLEMENTS

i

I iderle.
"What's the us,c'' is tho cry that
Mwj K'nti. Ii:iv mu' lonelier, and
is still heard in somo sections every Margereth
and Julio May Magrudcr
timo tho appeal to save meat, fats,
reported ill with the measeis.
jare
wheat and sugar is heard.
Mr. nd Mrs. Perry Dost havo mov-e- d
Tho figures in tho box above aro
on tho Kilo placo and expect
aro tho answer. Thcso tremendous to fix it up in lino shape.
ex porta from America have been a
Daniel M osier has moved a set.
bulwrk of defense, tho stone wall of buildings onto the lend that Mr..
(iinshertr nurchased from Fred Hoel- "'I1 "as kC1!1 b.ac.k 1,10 IIlin
inerica. lncnuung; .ew siexico,
us been literally "fighting like the,
ii,,iu.,.u m.,1 Mi-- a Tillin T5e- nilevi with food. These liuili (uan- - ,,wt ma,,, a
to Amistad Sun
not sehoi.d ;ooi)s
tilie of food could not have been day.
llangó, kitchen cabinet, sewing ma exported during: the past four years1 .The Wcickle brothers are putting
chine, dresser, sanitary cot, exten bul for III' voluntary conservation; down a well on the Osborn place
Americans. Tin' figures - tell a n rtli f Sedan.
roll-b- :i
desk, oni
sion ul
and; Mrs. perry lies! and Mrs. A. E.
incubator, dishes and cookin uten- -' st.iry of Anterirun
patriotism that is inspiring and will! I'.ook and children were visitors ut
sils.
spur on to renewed efforts to Win' the Cantrell ranch. Monday.
TOOLS
Anvil, forge, .drill press and bits,"11
Sucker Flat Shortv
y
rule is in full force!
set 'f pipe threading dies and pipe' The
vice, good range boiler and a mianti- - and effect in New .Mexico.
'this community presents the follows,
linings,
ty
M, meaning of (ho rule is that:ing list, of
contributors to tho fund.
picks, shovels, mortar hoes, rakes, wholesale and retail grocers are no The money thus collected has been
water barrels, three sizes laiklp.r,,
w;ife fUm- wit.li.mt nnftmi-- . forwarded to the National Secretary.
rope, cable, 7,,, wheal substitutes in the iro- - Kaft-- Tixli-blocks, .iio K'et
.
1.0"
log chains, two lever jacks, crow- porlion of one pound of wheat flour IVilro TlxliT
1.0.
bars, sledges, pipe rollers and other to one pound of wheat substitutes I'Mellton )'liK,,iil
1.00
tools too numerous to mention. Seine; .The only nulhori"l wheat subs- - roo.ii.ro
l.Oll
visit
wl
inae.l
ll'i
ull
ne
r
ni'l'V
fni lnmiii
under this rub' are: Hominy, ivdro u. viii 1.00
three, horse iower gasoline engine, corn irrils. corn meal, corn floo'e I'alletiino l lll.arrl
2.0
wood sawing outfit, including rut-o- oaljneal, rolled oats corn starch, f V. arel it
V. C'llKiUlOH
1.00
saw and emery wheel.
rice, nee Hour, buckwheat Hour, Tilo M. VIkII 2.0
potatoe flour, sweet potatoe flour, Vlrlal radllla .
1.0"
TEHMS OF SALE
l.on
Julian rnd'llii
All sums under (en dollars, cash; on .soya bean flour, barley flour,
1.00
Vigil
flour and meals, hominy grils Ygnaclo
l.oo
Juan It. Vlll
all sums over ten dollars a credit of
and tapioca flour.
2.00
Juno Albino (arria
ten months will be given on nolo
3.00
.
Potatoes may be sold as n suits. Kliner
l.oo
with approved security, bearing ten titule m (he proportion of. four IVdro I'HilDIa
1.00
.
,
rillU'HU IVUIIItTIU
i
percent interest. Five percent dis- .IMMiiiusi ina iiuuuoes
lO one poUIIU OI 'randelurlo VIbII
5.00
Wheat flour.
count for cash. No article, to be
li yet V. Martines'
6.00
; t.oo
Canned hominy is not a W heat Vulentlne Martinez
from grounds until terms of
l.Ou
IsiiIimIíIiiI
8alar
iiiillif i...n,.ol f!,, ltutllno
sale have been complied with.
.60
V'lnlcca (Sonzjilra
' an autliori.ed substilulc.
Free Lunch oil the (round
M. A. Vigil
1.00
Whole grain corn is not a sub-- 1 Juan Madril
L. B. F.U'S, Owner.
SJ)(h
S.0O
(dilute. Special permission must be1
E. II Jacobs, Auctioneer.
ul vaiie
3.0
.BttCtt
obtained from tho State Food Ad- -! Te,eBfor c3.0
Malquins tlonxales .
HATCH TO KXPKtT.
nnnistrator
ir
assure
circumstances
1.00
V. S. B.
Ant0nio Miera
6.00
Do not expect too many chicks from its USO for human Consumption.
Ricardo (Jornales ...
1.00
the eggs that you buy. If you hatch out
h. oonsaiea
Whole wheat and graham flour
50 per cent, of the eggs. It is a good may be sold with
1.00
A. K. Sanchez
the
substiabove
Al D. Hanches
1.00
hatch; If 75 per cent, an extra good tutes in proportion
six
of
of
tenths
1.00
J. 11. Pernandes
hatch.
1.00
Do not write an insulting letter to the a pound of substituto to each pound ICpifanio Clárela ..
.00
breeder if every egg does not hatch. of whole wheat or graham flour.
William Wolford
Santiago T. Homero
They will not do that for himself at
Í.00

Ford car; two sod plows; on mole- board plow; one riding cultivator;
ono single-horcultivator; ono two-plant- ection harrow: one single-roeriono hand garden planter, includ
ing whed hoc and cultivator attachments; automobile trailer; ono drag
finníinir nrtrt rd,I hnoe-vntimn inrlc
no
IIAItESS-Oset double leather
harness; chain barneys; saddle; two
sets single htigav harness.
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C.harlss J. Kappus, Mr. and Mrs. ,
lienowitz and family. Miss Tillio Ben
owitz, Ikuiís Gjnsbek-and Jack
i
Nielleld, alt of Toledo, Ohio, havo
spent a week with Fred J. lloel-der- le,
and Fred has sold them each
a nice tract of .land. They intend
to mako their home on their new
land in tho future.
Harry Wiso and Finas HoberU.
of Nara Visa, each look a load of
land seekers to Obar, Nara Visa, Amistad and Claylon for Fred Hoel- -
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The Inspector will call and look over your farm, draw
the ground, and then by save you time and expense.

Building

It n ""'""""'"'''

ft'itifnwiMgniiw"NNii

Yearly rations for more than
57,100,000 people
Three hundred and eighty-fomillion bushels of wheat and
wheat flour.
Two billion pounds of pork.
Ono billion, nine hundred and
forty-fo"illion pounds of
sugar.
Pl'BLI ALE SALE SALE SALE SAL
'lvo hundred nnd twelve mil
Uavins rente. I out my ranch and
lion, seven hundred and fifty
preparatory to taking up a position
thousand bushels of oats.
on government work, I will Bell at
.wenly four million, three hun
public anctin at my ranch 35 miles
dred and ten thousand bushels
X. W. of Claylon. II miles N. K. of
of corn.
Guv, ami 5 miles north f Cuates,
Four hundred and forty three
WEDNESDAY, AIMUL III, 1IHS
million, four hundred and eigh- Beginning at ten thirty o'clock, a. in.,
ty four thousand pounds
the following describeil properly.
fresh bread.
LIVE STOCK
Three million, six hundred and
One bay mare, 10 years old, weight
eighteen thousand bushels of
!X)0 pounds: one trey ueldinji. com
rye.
ing 3 years old, broke; one bay filly,
Twenty-eigmillion, nine bun- -'
coming three years old, broke; one! dred and ninty-eigthousand
pounds of butter.
saddle pony; two milk cows.

PUBLICJSALE

Mortgage Co.

Makes loans on New Mexico improved
farms; easy terms; quick service; no delay.

Face the

57 MLL10I

Obeying

ia lit

EKLUND HOTEL RANCH AND IRRIGATION CO.

Clayton.

HELPED TO

FEED MORE THAN

Steam Heated and Electric Lighted
R00Í1S, 51.00 TO $1.50
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and Garden
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Seed in Stock
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times, and they won't for you, especially. If they had a severe jarring by.some
LOCAL SPANISH-MO- B
expressman.
But of thoso that do hatch do not expect every bird to be ahigh-scorinCONTRIBUTE LIBERALLY TO
exhibition bird.
hens
eirgs. In
don't all lay niiiety-- n
CAÍÍP ENVIRONMENT FUND
a9ick of several hundred fowl then
may not be a iloxen ninety-Hv- e
point
g,

Ninety-flve-poi-

nt

rs.

4 STATES

SEED CO.

W. 1. FH1AKI.IN

A SQUARE DEAL

Manager

Our Motto

If anything should occur to make you
think the seller of the eggs Is to blame,
do not write him an Insulting letter,
calling him a. fraud and a cheat, unless
you are sure of the fact. Kather send
him a civil not,', stating the facts, and
a hundred-to-on- e
ha will mako it all
right with you. Poultry breedrs do not
fix eggs so that they won't hatch for
their customrs, as a good many
seem to think. It would be to
their lntrest to do so, if they Intended
to continue In the business.
Of course, there is occasionally a
fraud aiuonjr the poultrymen, but they
aro being weeded out as fast as they
arpear. A true fancier Is always anxious for his cuHtomers to have a good
hatch anil in only too glad to hear
from them to that effect nnd if the
hatch Is a vo, r cnn and tho fault is
his, lie is willii,:; to mako it rltfht.
rs

the

Itafacl Homero
Teles Jimencs
Pablo Romero
Carmen Sandoval
MerlJtUlo Trujillo
Pedro Herrera Frank O. Casados
1
A brum Garcia
Candelario Archuleta
Pedro Vigil
Cash

Í.0O
1.00
2.00
1.00
.50
.10
1.6U

2.00
.50
1.00
1.10

ar Camp Environs
si.23
Committee has been notified by the, total
Secretary of the National OrganiMrs. Jack Lenhart, of Kenton, is
zation that the organization is. ar- sending
a few days with her sister,
ranging to closo up tbp campaign
Mrs. Geo. Wade.
request
money
a
all
and
and
that
pledged bo forwarded to tho NatMrs. Don M. Scott, left Friday for
ional Committee.
her homo in San Antonio, Texas,
Tho funds which have been col- - after a weeks visit with her parents,
locted by tho organization have been Mr. and Mrs. D. V. Snyder.
expended for tho purpose, of providing wholesomo ' recreation and
Mrs. Ed. Brown, of Trinidad, is
amusement for tho soldiers in the visiting Miss Jane Kilburn.
camps and cantonments thruout the
country.
J. S. Riply who has been employA. C. Miera, the local chairman, ed at tho city power plant returned
who has been directing tho work in to bis ranch at Delfín.
leal

y&
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MEANS TO PREVENT
GIRDLING OF TREES
Professor Lewis of Kansas

Clayton
and the people of
nil I'nlon County, will crlebrate the
II rat
nnnlvernary of the lny the
of the Cuite I States ccchtred
s!t.'. of war between Amp-:rand
(yeriimny txl.stcil, April 6, 1916, with a
t:on-gri--

WT TTT,TTT
iiiiiiiiiiiiMiii......iiiiMM.............Miiiiiiiiimmmmmii
TIflirilll,

ss

TT

raining nnd nddrenaea at the Mistheater, Sunday, April 7th,
to plana bcltiK arranged by the
1 nion County
Council for Defence.
I
At a nicotinic of the Council Monday
e
niKht It was decided to IHtlnirly
Ilunny likes the Imrk of yonnir niw
the entrance of Ainerlea Into
fiinut-- r
yiV trw.i, l'it t!u
the xreat world conflict. While the
sixth falls on Saturday it was believed
npprcCliitc I'.unn.v's tustc.
best to hold the celebration Sunday
V ''One of the emerge ncy wnye. of
In oiiler that all could attend.
clrilliii).',"
wijw I'. K. LewN,
Speakers from out of the state will
nvsNtnnt Jirofrssor of lmitlculUire In h arranged for nnd local apenkcra
tin- Kimsns Sink- - Aticull urnl collcjo,
will Rive abort addresca upon patriotic
'is lo VIII n ivw riiMiits, skin them, subjects. William Allen White, of EmijIkI rnli the trunk if Hie trees with poria, Kansas, lma been extended an
tln flesh. Other niMill usually will invitation to come here to iiinke the
let the trees nlone fur fhhic time nfter principal address, ns lma Major Thompthix, ns they prcnlly illsllkc the odor son, of Ilnver. an old Canadian veteran,
A feature of the celebration will be
left on thp Imrk."
the raising of the Community tfasT at
Another method jinlnted out l.y Mr. the Intersection of Main nnd First
for mvliit,' the trees Is to paint Streets. This is the flat? proposed by
them villi ii eniuviitrnttvl solution of Hob Isaacs and for which funds wera
lime nnd fiiilplnir. When thp tree Is solicited thru the columns of the
News.
hended lilfh. It fclniuld lir painted
A sum of more than one hundred
i
fnr iif th.- firsr limh; If hended low,
the first limits should he included. duilnrs was subscribed nnd will bo collected from the various signers of the
This, except when heavy snow Is on petition
by n committee appointed by
the ground. Is usually hlh
to the Council of iJefense.
1'revent dnmape from rnhhlls. Arse-nnt- e
This is believed to be sufficient to
of lead ii ml a thick lime mixture cover the cost of erect inte the pole,
null as hordeaux mixture mny also which will be sixty feet hinh In order
be used Willi good results. .Soft soap. that the flnit will fly far above uny of
creosote, nnd Rur milk, ami similar the surrounding buildings, und purchtwo flafis of good size, one for
solutlorn are soiiiellines iijiplied In the ase
i very day and one to use on special
. initio way, hut arc Inferior to
lime unU (c.asions.
sulphur for the punióse.
At a recent mectinsV of the town
one of the hest ways to safeguard hoard the Hoard agreed to give the
the trees, neeordlii to Professor Lew- community the material necessary to
pole. Just what material
is, is to wrap them with ncreen wire coi. i tract
fis soon us they are set out. If this Is will he used has not yet buen determdone, a pnep of one Inch should he ined. The filias have been ordered and
will arrive In a few days. They were
left hrtween the wire mid the tree. To ordered
thru the It. W. Isaacs' store,
prevent Injuries to the treo and also to Air. Isaac's
giving the community the
ngaiust horcr, cot ion Is often advantage of the wholesale price and
Muffed In at the top hetweeu the wire losciuii.,
ffecting Uitv it saving on
I llll .'IS.
til
mid the tree.
T'.u erection of the iole will be start- - j
"Very frequently." says this expert,
In a few days and the pole will be
"n farmer uses corn stalks, grass, tur ei my
to received the flag in ample
paper, veneer board nnd other matefor tlic celebra! i.'t'r
rials In wnipplnt; Ills fruit trees. iiiuc
Tlo- resenfatlon S i c In s will be made
This method of wrapping, so far as
oh I"eaiH. who .irs; suggested the
preventing Injury from rahhlls Is cow oirii'Utiity flag, an I I . i Suthies. for-uown-cerned, Is as good as screen wire.
of tin- - News, who.se ueliv-11in rai.-- g funda thru subscription
g
"Tf n rahhlt finally succeeds In
ma-'ninuni'y flag possible.
the
n tree, bridge grafting should he
ti'xoy will probably accept j
performed. Take some twigs of the il- .Mayor (I
the community lo itself, j
lift
snihc variety as the Injured tree,
Keiiowini' the flag raising the doors'
wmlge Hum at eliher end nnd insert of tie.- - .M.siPu Theater will be
thrown
iheni hcneatli the Imrk ihove and be- open to the public and the program of
low tln wound. In case the graft addresses vrrnnged by the council f
fails, ns ii lust resort, Hie tree should defense will occupy the remainder of"
be cut off lieio'.v the region of girdiinv the afternoon.
Subscribers to the - fund are as fol
ir.il a new shoot allowed to grow. lows
:
'"are should he taken that the sucker Kobci t V. Isaacs,
10.De
does not spring from a point below The Clayton News.
5.0u
:he orlglnnl graft."
5.01
Farmers Society of Kquity,
'
Col- -
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Jcge Tells of Methods to
Safeguard Apple Trees.
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II. Wade
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Harvey,

1'.

Charles
Susie
.loan

Lord,
Face,

V..

S
It.

Monteith, local manager;

'

...

l.uo
1.00
2.00
l.OO

.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

.60

.

1.0

On ninny farms It linn been found
practice to cMhIiIIhIi tcnipornry
feeding places In the pasture or field
ao that the manure will be deposited
where wot needed. Thin mny some-timcnuxe a little extra labor In
feeding, but It saves both the solid
And liquid manure nnd reduces the
amount of filth about the barnyard
And minimizes the danger of disease.
"
Wlien It Is necew-nrto feed hogs In
closed
the manure nhould be collected end protected from leaching
until It ran be hauled to the field.
There Is probably too great a tendency
to place the feeding pen on a steep
bllUide or near ditches where a large
part of the inunure Is carried directly
Into the streams by heavy rains or
lot through leaching. This may be
tin ny way to clean the pens occasionally, but It Is extremely wasteful
of fertility. As a rule, when the hogs
lot fed practically all "
There was

J. J. Welchman
A. H. Weckel,
It. O. Brown,

pood

es

lts

O.

C.

H. II.

S.OO
Ü.00
B.00

Co.

-

1.00
5.00

Smith,

Rey Busey
Col. George Goodyear,
I). D. Monroe,
Joe Galnen,
Bon Harlan, .
Juan J. Duran,"
TOT AX,

-

This small Case Tractor is conservatively ratal at 0 horsepower draw bar pull and 18 horsepower on the belt. It is
more easily handled than a team. It is only 10 ft. 3 in lonr,
4 ft. 10. wide and 5 ft.
in. high. Weighs about 3600 lbs.
It does the work of six horses in the Held and a boy can
handle it. You can drive it day and' night, never gets
tired. Every farmer can. afford one. It will do your work
economically faster and better, so why wait? Order
now. .We will teach you how to hitch" it to any job.

LOO

1.00
2.50

100
.SO

--

-

Errett, -

THIS SMALL TRACTOR
FITS ANY FÁRM

1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00

.

1

B. Bond

!

1.00
1.00
n.co
1.00
i oo
1.00

Auto Co.,

I

a.

Seed Co.; Clayton News.

te

1.0
1.00

J. JI. Armcnlrout,

transfer.

4-Sta-

1

I'enniniiton éí Talhot.
Uili Jo Lumber Co..
Hog uuititjr.''
usually left where It! Comlcy I. u in her Co.,
if tli'oiipeil. nntl In iiuiny coses this Star Lumber Co..
method of disposal Is economical, but IV. C. Jiarnhart
In ethers It mny bo very wasteful. T. if. Uixy.
l'harmiicy
Truth
Where liocs re foil ooneetitrtites the
Dr. 1'. W. llaydon
luiiiiure Is one of the richest produced Wilo Jtatcliff
...
n the farm. I'mf. V. I,. Puley gives li. L. Cook,
ways by which the ma- Kobe i t Sloan, .
threw
nure from hops tuny he returned tn J. A. McCune
Myron Chamberlain
the land: (1) Pasturing crops, (2)
temporary feed yard (") Slats Itankln
City Iru(f Store
hauling the inniiurc to the Held.
It. Kyche
When pos.'lblo the first method Is J.
M. C Tlxier
usually most practical and require
Louis Drexel
least expense. Where crop of any L'nlon Title nnd Loan
wirt urc pastured by hogs tho mnnnre Corlen and Son
la returned directly to the hind. ThU A. A. Kourl
one strong reason for hogging down Toller and Bacca
corn, for It not only naves the labor J. It. Kerlln
of harvesting the crop, but required no Tom Brewer
It. T.
ImullDR of the manure buck to the field ClaytonManeker
Citizen
nnd entull no waste of fertility In ft. F. Bog-gs
.
"

2. in

.

(iriinm,

lionier Auto Co.,
Professor Duley Gives Three I'layton
tlarase i
llei'ZHtelii,
; Principal Ways by Which Fer- Simon
A', it. I.uin,

tilizer May Be Used.

AdTti$nw Paid for mnJ Donmt.4 b,

6.00 '
.0n
5 00

,

Hammond,

Frank Uarnhart,

r

Union Title & Loan Co.; Dyche's Barber Shop; Star Lumber Co., A. E.

I

.SAVE MANURE FROM
; HOGS IS GOOD IDEA

TEe War
The war is costing the combined
allies more than $30,000,000 an hour.
The daily fate of this huge sum is
simple waste. A shortening of
by days or even hours would
mean the redemption of colossal
waste.
We must bend every financial effort towards shortening the war
Every small amount invested by a
child in Thrift Stamps tends towards this end. - The influence of
every Thrift Stamp purchased is a
little momentum toward earlier victory.
Thus a child's savings may be
Btrumerltal in definitely shortening
this war and in saving many times
Its own value in money, to say nothing of conserving human life.
Encourage your child to invest in
interest-bearin- g
4
Thrift Stamps
instead of merely hoarding his pennies in a. tin bank.
Thrift Stamps cost 25 cents each
and may be bought at the postoffice,
from your mail carrier and at most
stores.

Irf-wl- s
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May Shorten

1

.60
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

-

LOO

-

100
LOO

L00
1.00

100

Let us explain fully and quote prices.

2.00
108. DO
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BUSEY
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HAUG,

Clayton, New

Mexico!

:N in need of

05 Printing see
what we can

do before you
go' elsewhere.
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Fair and Square

THE CLAYTON NEWS
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Page 5
Fire of Genius.
Churapley (at the reception) Is this
Mrs. Pasalonpen, the celebrated

It
Sentiment Concerning Flowers Mrs.
(effusively) I should
Chumplcy
and Trees Connected With
bnve known you among a thousand.
Mrs. Passlonpen WhyT
the Crucifixion.
Pnsslonpon (haughtily)

To The
American People

be-in- g

We will continue to do our utmost, under Government direction, to increase our
production and assist the Food Administration. We consider that the opportunity
to
and to our
fullest powers with this branch of the
Government is our plain and most pressing duty.
The Trade Commission Attorney has,
by false inference and misplaced emphasis, given to disconnected portions of" the
correspondence taken from our private
files and read into the Record, a false and
sinister meaning with the plain purpose
of creating antagonistic public opinion.
The services of the packers of the
Unitéd States are most urgently needed,
and I regret exceedingly that we should at
this time have to spend our efforts in
defending ourselves against unfounded,
unproved, and unfair assertions such as
are being daily made public.
whole-hearted- ly

Oreeon.

took Lydia E. Pink.
"ICompound

111.

ham's Vegetable

mm

forme.

"I aaw th Compound advertised in
our paper, and tried
it It has restored
my health so I can do all my work and
I am so grateful that I am recommending It to my friends. "Mrs. D. M.
Alters, R. K. 4, Oregon, 111.
Onlywomen whohave suffered the tortures of such troubles and have dragged
along from day to day can realize tho
relief which this famous root and herb
remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
Compound, brought to Mrs. Alters.
Women everywhere in Mrs. Alters
condition should profit by her recommendation, and if there are any com
plications write Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for advice.
The result of their 40 years experience
is at your service.

3

Whit

Do Yon Know About

CATTLE?

Do Too Want to Kaow the)
CATTLE BUSINESS ?

im s. bom card today and
get SU.UH INFORMATION
about
the New Book.
"CATTLE. BREEDS AND ORIGIN"
about all breeds of caula on earth.

Drop

n. 0AVID

OlEUTt'

ETEmilMT CO..

I

100.

WAUKESHA,

Wit.

You Can Sell Trinity
We ran offer yon a splendid proposltloa
to aril Trinity Oil Company atock, on time
payments or for caab. In your own eon
nunity.
We consider this atock an attractive
speculatlre Inreetment at six eenta. It
should adranc. very rapidly aa tha saaaoa
opena for aurceasful flild operation.
Trinity la In the banda of practical oil
men who ronlln. their drllllnit operation
to proren territory.
It baa fifteen producing wella on Ita 440-acrtract In Kanaaa,
which la prored on erery aid by big pron
ducer. Ita holding there and In
and other fields are described
In detail
In onr Trinity
circular, whlcb
will b mailed upon request.

Wm. McDoagall & Company
SOT

IDEAL Bt.no.. DENVER, COLO.

d

mealy
BIG. white,melting

with

on it.
And you like
it because it is baked Same
with Lucky Strike Cigarette

Company, U.S. A.

IT'S TOASTED

Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
Work In Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
FARMING IN HAN POWER MECES SART
TO WIN THE BATTLE FOR LIBERTY

Si

The Food Controllers of the United Sutes and Canada are asking for
greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are avail
able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest
Upon the
efforts of the United states and Canada rests the burden of supply.
Eviry Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute; Every Available
Farmer and Farm Hand Must Assist '
Western Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power
is short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for more men for seed
ing operation.
In South
Canada's Wheat Production Last Year was 225,000,000 Bushels; the
America, where
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushels
they found It
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs growing luxurithe men. The Government of the United States wants every man who can antly In the Jueffectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United nglesa promise,
they felt, that the
States developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada.
Whenspare
fields
Canada's
find
ever we
a man we can
to
after ours are supplied, natives should be
converted.
we want to direct him there.

makes things delitoasting the tobacco
has made the Lucky Strike
Cigarette famous.

ts

g

Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can best serve
the combined interests.
Weitera Canada's help will be required not later than April 5th. Wages to competent help, (50.00 a month and up, board and lodging.
ThoM who respond to thii appeal will get a warm welcome, good wage, good
board and find comfortable hornet. They will get a rate of one cent a mile from Canadian
boundary points to destination and return.
For particulars a to routes and placet where employment may be had apply to
.

U. 8. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DENVER, COLORADO; CHEYENNE, WYOMING

for an or
ganic trouDie wnicn
pulled me down until I could not put my
foot to the floor and
could scarcely do my
work, and aa I live
on a small farm and
hundred
raise sixevery
year
chickens
it made it very bard

BAEÍED POTATO

Getting Along.
Busy Enough.
"How old Is Madge?" "Old enough
"What Is his hobby?"
"Driving his car. Ills life work is to mnke a goose of herself when she
tries to play the chicken."
tinkering under It"

"

Compound.

Jack-ln-th-

President
&

ganic Trouble by Lydia .
Pinkham' Vegetable

gil

pany by agents of the Federal Trade
Commission and I want to say emphatically that Swift & Company is not a party to
any conspiracy to defraud the Government Nor has Swift & Company been
guilty of improperly storing foods or of
making false entries or reports.
Conferences of packers, where prices
have been discussed, have been held at
the urgent request and in the presence
of representatives of either the Food
Administration or the Council of National
Defense. And yet the packers have been
accused of committing a felony by acting
in collusion on Government bids!
We have done our best, with other
packers, large and small, to comply with
the directions of the United States Food
Administration in all particulars, including
the furnishing of food supplies for the U. S.
Army and Navy and the Allies, now
handled through the Food Administration.

Swift

After Being Relieved of Or

fire of genius

There is no foundation for the alleged
violations of law attributed to our Com-

co-oper-

600 CHICKENS

Is.

(grandlloquetly)
The
burns on your brow.
FLOW-r- s
TUB
Mrs. Passlonpen (derisively) Don't
and the trees
Is
connected with be deceived, young man. Thnt my
I scorched myself curling
the Crucifixion where
vary with the hair. You'd better guess again.
people and the
How's This ?
country of their
We offer I100.UO for any case of catarrh
growth. The that
cannot
be cured by HALL'S
broom, the plant CATARHH MEDICINE.
MEDICINE la tak
HALL'S
CATARRH
that gave Ita name in Internally and acta through the Blood
Mucoua Surfacea ot the System.
from the time of nn the by
Sold
druKRiata tor over forty year.
Geoffrey of Anjou
Price 75c. Testimonials free.
to the I'lantngencts, Is the one that
F. J. Cheney 4c Co., Toledo, Ohio.
kept disturbing our Savior by its sway
Rlct of Color.
ing and cracking while he waa praying
Mrs. Flatbush Whut's become of
In Gethsemane. It had before refused
to hide him and his mother when they that necktie you gave your husband for
were taking refuge from Herod, hence, Christmas?
Oh, he's wearing
Mrs. Uensonhurst
as a punishment the use to which It is
put for sweeping nnd Its use by the It yet
"As I remember, It had all the colors
witches for riding nt night.
of the rainbow In It."
The blnck birch Is the tree that grew
"Well, since he got careless with his
the rods with which Christ was scourg- eggs In the morning and lavish with
ed, and that Is why It Is now stunted
the gravy at noon, he's added some
In Its growth. The bullrush, or cat's
other colors to It."
tall, Is supposed to be the scepter the
Jews put Into our Lord's hands when
A New Way to Shave
they mocked him as their king. The render skins twice a day without
Irrl
crown of thorns Is said by some to tatlon by using Cutlcura Soap
the
have been made of the blackberry, by "Cutlcurn Way." No slimy mug, germs,
dog
rose.
rose
or
others of the
briar,
naste of time or money. For free sotn
As drops of the Savior's blood fell up- pies
address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boson earth, roses sprang from the siot
ton." At druggists and by mall. Soap
and blossomed. Other legends say that 25, Ointment
25 and CO. Adv.
the rose briar la one of the many
trees" on which Juilas was hanged;
As She Understood It
and one states that it was by this dog
Mary's mother wos buying some
rose that Satan tried to climb back to changeable silk. After the purchase
heaven. Others hold the crown wns was made Mary said : "Mamma, do
made of acacia or shlttlm wood. Per they call thnt changeable because you
haps In the minds of most It Is the can take It back tomorrow if you want
holly that was the bush from which to?"
Christ's crown of thorns enme; Indeed
holly Is a shortened form of "holy,"
Don't be misled. Aik for Red Croee
for the "holy tree" was Its early name. Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clotbea,
In Germnny too the people call the &t all good grocer. Adv.
holly Chrlstdorn. In Cornwall It Is
The Main Point
called "Aunt Mary's Tree," "aunt" be"Whnt do you think? The boss says
ing a term of endenrment there, and
himself from politics."
thejt believe the red berries of, the hol- he has divorced
alimony?"
ly stand for the blood drops of Christ. "How much
e
The purple spathe of the
Tired of It.
pulpit, known In England as "lords
"What Is all thut discussion about
and ladies,' marks where Christ's anyway."
blood also fell at the Crucifixion. Many
"I should say, about the limit 1"
flowers died of sorrow thnt night, but
the Jasmine merely folded Its leaves
Pessmlsm Is the fog of life, op
nnd suffered Its pain quietly.' In the timism is the sunshine. "Make your life
morning when It reopened, It was no one of continued sunshine.
longer pink, and thnt Is why It has
never shown Its color since. The violet droops because the shndow of the
Cross fell on It the day of the Crucifixion. The anemone Is called In the
Holy Land the "blood drops of Christ."
a name also given to the wnll flower.
Many who have visited the quaint old
cemetery of St. Itoch In New Orleans
will recall the clover growing there,
spot on the upwith a red heart-shapeper side of the leaf, and how the children who ask you to buy the plnnt,
say this red spot Is "Jesus' blood."
The hawthorn It was with which the
Um-m-- ml
magpies covered our Lord as he was
resting In a wood from the pursuit of
his enemies Just before the Crucifixion,
which the swallows, the "fowls of
God," removed as soon as his enemies
had gone. Another bird who showed
pity to our Lord at the time of his
Crucifixion wns the robin redbreast.
Seeing him in pain from the thorns
that were piercing his brow, It hovCooking
ered over his head, and as It plucked
out a thorn from the crown, our Savcious
ior's sacred blood tinged Its breast,
why
Is
and that
It is red now.
According to an old Spanish tradition, It la the passion flower thnt climbed the Cross and fastened Itself about
the holes mada In the wood by the
nails that were driven through the
hands end feet of our Savior. This
was revealed to St Francis of Assist
In one of his visions. ' The early Christians aa well venerated the passion
flower. They saw In Its bud the Euflower the
charist; In Its half-ope- n
star In the east ; In the full bloom the
five wounds, the nails, the hammer,
the spear, the pillar of scourging, and
the crown of thorns; In Its leaves, the
spear head and the thirty pieces ot
silver; In Its tendrils, the cords
that bound him.
The Spanish Jes-ulmade large
sdsffiSz
use of this passion
flower In their
missionary teucn-InChumpley

RAISES

NOV

Meaning

Sifvifi
nsifyryr

of Eastar.

Easter la not merely a festival of

spring, to be celebrated by the making of music, the display of flowers
and the wearing of glad attire. It is
the most 'Joyous anniversary of the
Christian world, for without It Christ
mas would lose much. If not inost, of
Its significance.
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W.M. LESLIE,M.D.
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Over Lean's Bakery
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HILL BROTHERS

have 'the interests of the village
heart;
I OR ALE
jmen who have put aside their
THE CHEERFUL CIHRUB
personal busKneM offairs to lake
roa lLK Tb PWii f Section t,
charge of the business at the village
Townahlp 20, N., Rang CI E , Unloa
and pull t, lav ton nut of a hole.
t'.uaty, X. M. Addrcsa Leila Key. Hi
Thing?
IIerkowlti Hliar . Oklahoma' City,' OkThe men named on the 'Citizens'
Jhiny
iVith
eves thtX
121 til
lahoma.
ticket
have irnie to the realization
?
stick
FOR V4.I.K Ten tISeiifund bun
only way lo get a clean city
the
that
I
could stt-rdles of mllo'jnakac. This 1.a vhe lot
administration
f (. !e.in out. They
one
of feed, well bound, clean and bright. Unnnfha
f"i t i'i it talk is
Cíe
to
awake
arson wanting- fctjl' to 'make crop on
are
And. wonder
The. change lo larger face was thot
your opportunity. . Must sell
ow
going
rnot
to
accniplNh
that which
beore 1 ko to Wiirk' In my croii. One necessary in 'order that thie of our
demands action. They 'arc determintile north of Thomas. T. W..' Nhultx
readers Mho do not hate the city
Vbxrt.
of electric light may
ed lo wcesi I rent disastt r this vilal.R A unan An 10 acre (arm convenience
r
evening,
News
or
in
the
to laton. Well Improved. A
in
lage in which thry all buve o much
at night, by lamp light.
home. C. K. W t k ' n s.
jfr 3
at slake, to put l.t; ton on a sound
The News has always been worth
FEED POR SALE Ten Imu'sand reading. It is now easy to
footing and wiie the tillage
financial
read.
fundios of mi lo mai. fool, well
slate
clear
of lnde!edmss. They are
Did it ever occur to you that the
bound, clean and briphL. Persons weekly
nat
a
and
war
the
review
of
pledged
put the municipal light
to
wanting feed to make Vrnp should
published each week if one is inclined In picayunish abotit and water systems Mi an efficient
news,
investigate tins importunity. .Must ional News as
in the
alone of all Die Union
basis, not by the stopping or necessell before I go to work in my crop. County papers, is a more accurate the matter.
miliune
sary
expenditure for needed
Thomas W. Slmllz.
north narrative of the events that are
well.
done
local
chapter
The
has
fi
i
of Thomas.
but by the wise expenditure
history than the dispatches in It has done exceedingly well, accordof
sum
the
that is necessary.
.My .'.irr.i i.onsift-inM,f.
KOK
the daily papers; news that is print- ing to its numerical and timincial
They are determined to loose from
of !i)lxd land; li ed as true one day, am) denied or strength, and the man or woman in
of 3CJ acr
IbcMi
mtmieipaj ( nterprisiys the
aerea In cultivation, five miles south-e- modilied
,
the next'.'
all I'nion County who cannot conof Tcxlino, Texas, nine miles
oT private individuals
greedy
clutch
"The .News review sil'ts the true tribute at least a small sum each
HOUth- - cast of Clayton, X. M. See W.
who
drawing
closer and closer
are
Spark. Tcxli;ii. Texas.
HI from Uie untrue, after the rush and month to the great work of alleviatnet of receivership which will
daily press has hurri- ing human suffering can at least the
hurry
of
the
lk
kill Iha ill.,T.. ,.h i,iuI fitiiii.'v
AROEN PLANTS Cabbaire and to- .!..... t,i
in an
ed it on lo somelhiiiu else, and (jives make a greater effort to aid the lo- - I'm tin iiiitiiii- ,m in
matoe jilants; lare held irrown:
private
corporation.
a
of
'hands
News Family a more cal chapter of their community in
ready for imniediate shipment; all members of the
The candidates on the Citizens'
account
of events that are some way not requiring money; by
accurate
leadmji varieties, luu, in its.; 5M),
ticket are for every civic improvehappening,
happened
or
have
than
work
at
closer
attendance
the
KHiU. .."0. Ielii'iec prej.aid to
is possible for the daily papers to by releiving those who are over- ment that is possible. They are in
your mail box, arriving in Rood con- give.
favor of a sewer system. They are in
worked of a part of the manual
dition. J. K. Itohiiioii plant Farm,
favor of the extension of the
re you reading the ureal nar- drugcry, if not a part of the linan-cii
Milano. Texas.
service in water and lights and
rative of the life of a soldier in the
burden. There is something all. power. Rut they are not in
favor of
resoí
Europe? Read it.
trenches
LAST OIANTE FOR iMII LAND
and each of us can do to aid in this plunging (he village headlong
into
elling riirht. Only a few farms sibly our Inty, certainly your nrigh-lcf- 't greatest of philanthropies.
(o accomplish (hese things
debt
Imiv,
is "over there". Maybe he,
in tin- Old Cheyenne and A rap- It is understood by the Newsman they want to know how
the village
aho farming belt of Oklahoma, Corn too, by this (i"e. has gone 'over the (hat some two hundred dollars is stands, financially,
before
they add
land between Canton and Oakwood, Top', hut if he goes over a hundred necessary each month to adequately
to the taxpayers.
it) dollrs per acre and up. Good times he will not he able lo tell you finance the work of the local chap- further burden
There is too much at stake for
the experiences in the trenches ter.. This is a small amount, indeed,
wheat land around Canlon '"i dol-'graphically as does Arthur Cuy when from such an amount the local hasty action. The forty thousand
lais an acre ami up. tiood climate.
dollars asked for by Mrr Oo'er and
unknown. Hiey are selling Empey. the author of "Over the workers estimate they can carry on the present board may
become a
fast. K. .M. Hooker. Canton Hank Hldg Top", the News exclusive serial.
and still pay off the indebtedness of millstone
around
the
of the
necks
isCanton, Oklahoma.
in the
, The narrative started
the organization. Two hundred dolsue of last week. We have a few lars is a trivial amount compared taxpayers, rather than only a slight
blooded Huff Leg- copies on band and will send one with the investment of money in the additional burden more than com
1R SALE Pure
pensated by an nicrrased service.
horn ctTRS. I.."(U per setting.
free to every person becoming a forthcoming Liberty Loan that will ' I
he men on the Citizens' ticket!
Cook. tilT Pine St. Clayton .
7
member of the News family this be made in this community. This
first week in April. If you missed money represents real sacrifice, and want to le sure of their footing be
Lost and Found
they step iorward. They want
the lirsl instalment of this serial pledges are not urged for other rea- fore
to he certain where they will land
1 OST
glad
to
will
he
we
you
send
another
pure
son
just
i'oeketbook contauni
than
human
kindness
natiy
when they leap. A commendable hesI.Vto oilier humans in distress.
rinp, photos;, registration card and
itancy, whether applied in private or
The only interest that a Red Cross
other valuables. Iteturn to Happy at
municipal affairs.
( ROSS ADOI IS
l.
RED
l.M
the Ideal Cafe.
contribution carries is the knowlRut they are going over the top
OMMENItHI.E PLAN
edge that some soldiers life has
f'OUMi Hreech Mock to a double barplan of the local chapter of been saved; some child has been with the village taxpayers who will
The
relled shot
Owner may have
Red Cross for raising rescued from starvation or 'slavery; charge the Huns of corruption anil
Baaie by ..calling at Xews office and the American
camouflage Tuesday.
funds
its
for
worthy
war work by some destitute
paying for this al.
1314
-- fed and
y
There is no
. - monthly subscription rather than the
ground in
v.
given
ipiite
It
aid.
clothed and
isn't
LOST sScotch ullif, golofh dábla and 1'.,ni!i:.p.l .lii.ew
no man's land. Vote the Citizens'
v.,.e.llwl
ll.e
four percent; it's jtt.st the biggest tiiket straight,
. ' ,
white, female, answers to the nnme
from Rr. Charltin for
h'flliljf
"
interest in the vvVrld. ..
of Daisy. Wandered from place three ,,PIU'"K
Mayor
Mary
T. Ryan for village
' mended,
to'
nor
to
liberally
supported.
west of town. Liberal reward for
Wednesday afternoon, when the clerk.
y
return or Information leadinu tu recov- it
It's getting dowll to U business
committee visited 'the 'News office,
'Address Mrs Alme.la Hell, or the
il,.lt ,,.imiii t
Mm lenvt
uitii
some
monthly
one
dollars
hundred
AN HONOR; ONLY
Clayton Xews. Clayton. X M. 11314
flurry and worry. Such a basis can had been subscribed. Possibly a lit- ANOT
,i
i,.,, ,
DUTY
not
appeal
but
to
business
the
and
LOST The best opportunity in all the'
tle more. Two hundred dollars a In another column of this issue of
world to cash in on epm for settine professional men of the city of Cluy-- I month is the sum asked for bv these
the News appears an appeal to the
or day old chicks if you do not use ton and the county at large as a plan
workers for humanity. One hundred sehiNd children by Secretary
this column to make known your wares
.at shuold have been adopted at and ninly-nin- e
to more than fifteen handred posMLlo
dollars won't do. And
We wish everyone connected
tul- incipiency of the organization. just as
purchasers.
the News struck without' fear with thrift stamp asd Liberty Loan
It has been u puzle to many of the or fat or in this election campaign,
campaigns could read this appeal. In
f OlMD Hy farmers and poultry men .I .iiinftwt.'t tninumiiiM tt
1K IIim
tin iiivvva it is going to strike in this Red Cross it Ls no mention of high honor atfled advertising In the local newspapers ment that the National Organization movement.
tendant upon the purchase of the
la a sure method a', getting the busi- 'did not long ago recognize the futilA list of the contributors, and the government
securities. In so place Ls
ness of local people Sell YOUU pro- ity of raising funds in such haphaz amount they have pledged, will be
word 'slacker or the writs
the
duce
t just a little less than retail
mid
by
manner
such
ard
published next vc'k if the local
In
linces direct to the consumer with a methods as have
It is a direct
been Uie practise chapter agrees to such a campaign. statement of evidence.
small lid in this column
facts, couched in simple
in the past.
About two pen-Ou-t
of a man or terms. It is an appeal to the child's
MONEY TO LOAN
Not that the promoters of bench ts woman s monthly earnings is the
sease of fair play and duty rather
sinright amount for it monthly 'pledge, than an appeal to pride.
Par ta keat fans r raaea loaa tc of all character have not been
Have YOU pledged, that .amount?
Union county, ae
J. A. Winter. cere. They have. They have, however
been "doing their bit'' rather than
Clayton. N. M.
There is still time to 4f? your MASSY RETURN
their best.
FROM NATIONAL MEETING
'ante. And the N'ewsman'wtn't even
FOR. RENT
It is understood that the recent see i he scrarhco out ngures u me
OF EQUITY SOCIETY.
F1HI RENT
IVo roomed house. Fur benefits, with their attendant flurry new ones represent a larger amount.
ira Massy lias reurnéd"froiu "lfié!
nit uro for ale. Apply CI? South anl worry, exciement and wearinrw,
meeting of the- Farmer's
A,
not
Natiosal;
hove
treasury
to
OYER
TOI
FOR
brot
THE
the
the
of
M.
Clayton.
14
N.
street.
First
Society of Equity, held in St. Louis,
focal chapter the amount of money RETTI. I' CLAYTON
.
lOH KKVT Six hundred snd forty necessary lo conduct its work. This
Clapton business men ami taxpay- weeli before last. He reports that
acr farm; seventy, acres in cultivathe National organization has had a
tion; house and windmill. Utalr4 nax would be a regretable fact were it ers are going over the top.
aot that such failure has. awakened
Tuesday, April second, is the zero steady growth and that the
Thamaa. A..ly at this offir
stores established by the farthe local chapter the the necessity hour of the charge on the trenches
FOR REST
The underzipned offers
mers
of the eation aro aro proving
government.
corrupt
of
of
village
saner
the
more
a
and
commendable
for rant for a term of years
r
One of the
November 1, 1Í1Í, our store and plan of collecting monthly pledges.
The charge will be made with a success everywhere.
warehouse building at Mt. Pora.
The local chapter is in debt. Rusi-ne- nets. Rut the weapons will prove principal actions of the National
Hchleter Investment Co, lit Etjultaale
men and others have been car- j effective and disastrrous to the en- Convention was' the formation of a
11121314
Hulldlnr. Denver. Colo.
National
Marketing
rying more than their just burden emy.
Association
Cane, maiz, field and garden seed. by extending credit as wfll as donatI lie barricades
and barbed wire which will have branches is all
where the farmers are orTeted and acclimated. Onion scs. ing liberally. And while it may be entanglements have been torn away
ganized. Headquarters of the affilSooda that Sucocod. Tlie H. Jlerr-tei- n said that this debt is partly due to by the artillary of the News.
Seed Co. Clayton, New Mexico. activity of the local chapter along
The guns of the opposition, while iated association will Lo established
The plan of
lines, on must remem not silenced entirely, are nearly put in Chicago.
marketing has proven a great
ber it is the National Organization out of commission.
thai directs the work of the local
The long talked of spring offen- success everywhere and the Epuity
A, H. DARDEN
members of Unios Cousty were givand it is upon the heads of sive is on.
ehaptrn
,.,
AT LAW
ATTORftKY
the National Organization rather At thoourt house Thursday night en art idea of what 6uch rnarketisg
Ofslea la rirat matUaal Bask
than the officers and directors óf the Uie cohorts of clean eity government could accomplish by the plan of the
Batíala
local chapter that the blame for a and
nominated a city local organization is selling their
CLAYTO.f
II HEW MEXICO
great deal of foolishness must rest. ticket that is romposed of men who
I
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NORTH READING
Wilh Ihis Issue jour News comes
to j ii in a different "dress". The
new fl armen I is another type fare,
The type, you will notice, is much
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making t more. esilly read than the
.small ,'tjpe used for the past few
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J. A. SOWERS
Aaeflarer
Write roe at Seneca or Phone
me at Wanette for Dates.
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For

All Auctioneer work
CoL George Goodyear

years experience in Liv
Stock, TownBite'and Merchandise. All work will be appreciated.
For making dates see
Caudle's Furniture Store. Telephone 98.
Yours Reepeclifully,
COL GEORGE GOODYEAR
30

COL. E. U. JACOBS
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Dr. J. C. Kisner
t.E.XERAl, PRACTICE
Office next to Telephone Exchange In Charlton Building,
Clayton, N. M.
Also Specialist on Rectum, Ear,
Xose, Throat, Stomach, Disease
of Women and Children.
Office hour: 9 to 12, a. m., 1 to
S p. m. Sunday: 8:30
to 9:30 a. m.
Other hour
by appointment.
Office 'Phone 24.

Union Title and
Loan Co.
Abstracts, Plats,
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Notary
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BUY SWASTIKA COAL IF

YOüTANT THE

ÉÍÉST.

G .G. G.: 1

The Government has requested the people who. te' financially able to store ,their next
Winters Coal in April.'
.
Reduction of pricir will htfamioimcrd Inter y the (iovernmcnt
.
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At chapel Tuesday mun-ninure all made vorv uaitv D

wc

the

an- -

praranw of an
facully, Mrs. iry Chamberlain)
.s
who entertained us with her
l;ilk
gave
us
a
and
short
voire,
which was ailroritil by all.
The last Lyceum number was
given Saturi!j' night at the Baptist
It irovt'il to be one uf
Church.
The
the list on the program.
High school cleared over one hundred dollars.
Tin? Oratorical and Jieelamatory
contest has been postponed until
tin; 5th of April.
On account of the big snow
few pivpils attended school.
Richard Mansker, a former student of the Clayton High School
lias presented us with a picture ol
Camp Kearney which we greatly appreciate, anil have bung in our assembly room.
.Mr. Martin: Sam, bow do you make
green ink ? Sam: Squeeze the juice
out of the Freshman.
inelo-diou-

if

VOTERS

c(fcsrHAS savings r"cure IDEPT.J
1

1 1 1

1

1

1 1

1

1

1

PERSONAL ITEMS
4

4--

M

KKKPINt; I P WITH
THK .KYVS FAMILY.
-

ed."

'

:

'11 o n vis (Juinn;. lofVanvc, was a
caller at the .Yews jffice ,N rmiew.
his subscription to the one newspaper.
K.

T. Stone, of

(renville, will

re-cu-

Q

'O

ie

Our Christmas Savings Club

the .News for the year I'.MS as
lint the taxpayers will not be misEk-1
the
result
of a call at the .News ofa
vote
for
that

led. They know

it . dcliacca and Otto is a vote to fice the lore part of the week.
Henry Mercer, of near Hayen, ron- retain in office the most epcnsie
and leasi ell'icient clVirieney expert tilines a member of the .News family,
the south-wehas ever produced. having renewed his
lor
The taxpayers know tl.it Kklund, a year when in town Monday,
I.. It.
of near tiny, was in the
deltaica and Otto are partly rcspou- sible for the work of Consulting Kn- - fore part of the week to have some
gineer Ducrr, and they will cast their sale bills printed for a sale to lie
ole aiiainst the three members oí held the tenth of April. He intends!
as a! to soon enter government work as1
the boa nl seeking
a cement contractor, but will have
protest aoaiiisl Oo'crism.
Not satislied with havinn plunged the .News follow him for the remainthe city hopelessly in debt thru their der of the year ami a art of the next.
.1. It. Kirhy, of lilailstoue, has joinmismanagement of the aifairs of the
illage, these three hoard members, ed the large and prosperous family
without the sanction even uf .the of the .News, stopping in, at the
while in town Thursdav.
rank and lile of their supporters,
Judge MrClure, of Roawell, will
are again seeking election' at the
hands of the people. Ilollingswortir.' keep posted on all'aiis in Union'
Rankin? the old guard care noth- County during the coming year,'
JUNIOR RED CROSS.
ing about those two. ..Otto, dcRacca having had his name unrolled as one
In these days of real war there's no
and Fklund arc the time the gang- of the .News fanijly while here the;
time to bo lost.
sters want to see on the board. Their fore part uf the .week. .,
If we can not enlist we ran join half hearted endorsement of Dr.
John C. Porter, will,,;rccei e. the
the Red Cross.
N. F. Charlton, for Mayor, and Mary .News in the future as aueiuber of
Tis true we're but children, but T. Ryan, for clerk, is a sop to public Co.' . lit Mch. liuu Brigade, at
t still theres a plan
opinion, a sacrifice they feel compel- Canil Kearney, California. "
By which we can help 'most the
Louis O. Bullar, who has been re-- !
led to make in order to eloak the
sanve as a man.
rest of their ticket with the cloth reiving the News at Kansas City,
of decency, and by 'which they hope .Mo., lias moved to ins ranch near
We pfaise our boys in Kaiki who've to pull the wool over the eyesof Thoniiw, in tins county, and win re- -,
gone over there;
ceive his paper at that postolTiee in
the voters.
And we'll knit and make garments
'
Thev have made a mistake. The the future.
to show how we rare.
tieorge
know that the
Bond, who looks after the
voters
of
Clayton
We'll turn our pleasure money in- - brains of the outfit, Mr. Do'er and .News mailing galleys, asks that any
to needles; into yarn.
hcclhorse 0. Piffle Fasterwould member of the .News Family sendWe'll put our time to knitting for 'would be perfectly satislied to have ing in a change of address, please
our bovs now in arms.
Kklund, Otto and de Baca for mayor give old as well as new addresses.
trustees, treasurer and clerk, if such With nearly fifteen hundred names
And we'rt; glad that we can help, could he done. Just a little close to look thru it is some task to find
and we'll do o every chance, corporation with those four in abso- - a name unless the old address is
I or our childish bearts are loyal to
(.0ltpo, HOuM 'be pje for lhe o(, given.,
our boys who are m I ranee.
. Ho'er, given.
:(Hlsuillfl Kngineer
ard
.
.
.
Some day. they are coming home and K .
,
F
..
"
ii ...
.i
ii.. e 'IV.
IIIMV .iII It'll
UK III 1111
O. L. i'olein, left Monday, for
city
gencio holding down all the
And perhaps they'll say the small offices and good old reliable Op
DnJhart, to spend a few days on
Red Cross has helped to win the day.
there as city attorney to draw business.
Wia PARKS,
up the ordinances and a one hunMrs. J. B. Sliced, and two daugh-- i
Janitor, C, II. S. dred and fifteen thousand dollar
ters,
of San Antonio, Texas, arc vis'tis a consunialion deTh pupils of the High School gave bond Issue
iting,
Cap. and Mrs. T. S. Snyder.
.
wishedgave an interesting demonstration, of voutly to be
the iil.Mil of the old guard.
Miss .Mary Ryan, our next City
their ability at thrying a court case That's
would suit them Clerk, is spending
a
situation
Such
Wednsday, the twentith.
the week in
'
up.
? ? ? ?
Samuel Edmondson acted as the from the ground be
a
in
even
done
But it couldn't
district attorney, Malcolm Becker as secret
caucus that they have the the public that the backers of Do'er
y
due iuu"i; aiiui in
uuti ujiuii nerve to
were about to handpick a ticket they
call a convention.
r
tinamDeriain as coumv cierK.
So they try to force üo'erLsin down were sure would keep Do'er in the
Dniña flr rrxna imnntcnnaf nil Hi lik
employ oí the village another two
B. Shoppenhort, the defendent, and
vears.
"- was ably defended by Arthur Deani.
endomng
two
Uuzen
But the taxpayers will not be misand
Following the severe' poisonins of
led, more or less honorable genUe-mchh.a.d? ?f
B?.
eeveral members of the local Re.l
Do they think they can fool all
of the Do'er regime. The taxCross, the government assigned a uin!
lftfM4
nf lliu nunnla oil tf ttiM linrv
payers know Da'er. They know' you
an
or
to
agent
1
inves-justice
federal
job hunters
and for once in Clayton, if never
ligation, and the agent. Robert Cald- - this bunch of political
do not know that before or never again, the taxpaypeople
think
the
well, laid the crime at the door of
Lklund, Utto and de ers are going to the polls with their
the defendent at the bar, an em the election of
nueuns another two yeurs of eyes open to your perfidy of trust
Baca
ployee of the Colorado and Southern
Do'erism regardless of whoever else and with the issue at stake plainly
?
railway.
in their minds.
fill the other offices?
Evidence produced by the detec- may
Do'erism,
knowing
well
It is Do'er and Do'erism, with Kkfull
that
tive and the district attorney sought
ILsni lund, Otto de Baca and Kasterwould,
to prove that tlilo defendent had Eklundisin, OttoLsm and O. Pifff
Clayton these few on one side, and a clean ticket of
poisoned a quantity of yarn con- is a dead issue in
Uie reins of men untainted with Do'erism on the
signed to the Red Cross with a sol- men who have heldlong
government
so
that their other.
city
ution of copper arsenate.
cramped with the strain
There is no middle ground.
.While the evidence was more than hands are
A vote for Kklund, Otto or dc Baca
rising
against
on
a
tide
holding
of
conclusive to the spectators the jury
were is a vote for a conUnuance of Do'er
aw the matter in a diffreent light, of public condemnation they
go before a convention of and Do'erism aid
to
vote for village
afraid
or were swayed by the eloquent plea
taxpayers with the tic- bankruptcy.
of the attorney for the defense, and citizens and
A vote for the Citizens ticket Li
now place upon the ballot
returned a verdict, unfavorable to ket they
a vote for a clean administration of
Clyton people to support
ask
and
the stale.
So they held no convention. We the city's affairs.
TfTo trial was handled by the SenA scratched ballot is a sign of
THEY HELD NO CONVENrepeat:
1
an
Clasa
English
interwas
ior
and
dolten
moral
give
a
News
weakness in the fight for a
will
The
TION.
esting and instructive to all.
lar bill for any newspaper clipping, better, cleaner Clayton. The election
Cane, maiz, field and garden seed. handbill, or other piece of printed of the entire Citizens ticket is the
Tested and acclimated. Onion 6cls. matter that was published prior to only way to clean out the taint of
Seedd that Succeed. The II. Herz-8te- that secret caucus of Friday morn- Do'erism from the city hall. Vote
'
Seed Co. Clayton, New Mexico. ing and scattered abroad to notify it straight.
I

Is Growing Every Week
New members are joining our Christmas Savings Club in quick succession. Old members
are so pleased with our simple and systematic
plan of saving that they are glad to tell their
friends about it.

subM-riplio-

st

l'ri-i!a- y,

Once you learn how little it costs to join our
Christmas Savings Club and how much it will
enable you to spend next Christmas, you will

of-li- ci;

hasten to enroll.
A request for information
places you under no obligation.

QlVe Pay Good Interest
on

i

Jill

ft!

Club Deposits
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AMrr decrying the

of Ihr
Ciliscn's convention Thursday uight,
appointing a committee to present
to the assembly thr names of cantá"'' '"'ithe various Uj (Tices,
the old guard Friday rrwt In some
place unknown to the general public,
a1' n ul, lhe SUP
'V ' th
porters of Do'erism and riUNoutlage
rin city government, and nominated a'ticket of trustees which they-- ill
attempt to put over on the taxpayers of Clayton on the plaforni of
"Oh, see what we have accomplish-
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n EAIOT

COMMERCE

Clayton, New Mexico
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nOVOR BANK
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Abstracts A Specialty

THE CLAYTON ABSTRACT CO.

....

INCORPORATED

a

sit-ti- n'

-

Clayton,

New Mexico

M. 1 HARVY Mgr.
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AN AMERKM SOLDER
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"SOMEWHERE

WING IN FRANCE"

MACHINE GUNNER

ft

'

1917 OY
ARTHW siry CMPTY

IN

FRANCE" EMPEY FIRST HEARS THE BIG
GUNS BOOMING.

Synopsis. Fired by the sinking of the Lusltanla, with the loss of
American lives, Arthur Guy Empey, an American living In Jersey City,
goes to England and enlists as a private In the British array.

sugar and

cubes; a couple of
pipes and a pack of shag, a tin of rifle
2
Tommy genoil, and a
Blighty to Rett Billets.
erally carries the oil with his rations;
sent
captain
The next morning the
It gives the cheese a sort of sardine
for me and Informed me: "Empey. as taste.
a recruiting sergeant you are a washpouch and a
Add to this a first-ai- d
out." and sent me to a training depot. long, ungainly rifle patterned after the
was
After arriving at this place, I
Daniel Boone period, and you have an
hustled to the quartermaster stores Idea of a British soldier in Blighty.
and received an awful shock. The
Before leaving for France, this rifle
quartermaster sergeant spread a wa- Is taken from him and he Is Issued
comterproof sheet on the ground and
short trench rifle
with a
menced throwing a miscellaneous as- and a ration bag.
sortment of straps, buckles and other
In France he receives two gas helparaphernalia Into It. I thought he mets, a sheepskin coat, rubber mackwould never stop, but when the pile intosh, steel helmet, two blankets, tear-she- ll
goggles, a balaclava helmet,
reached to my knees he paused long
enough to say, "Next. No. 5217, 'Arris, gloves and a tin of antlfrostbite grease
B company." I gnied In bewilderment which is excellent for greasing the
at the pile of Junk In front of roe, and boots. Add to this the weight of his
then my eyes wandered around looking rations, and can you blame Tommy for
route march?
for the wagon which was to carry It growling at a twenty-kilHaving served as sergeant major in
to barracks. I was rudely brought to
earth by the "quarter" exclaiming, the United States cavalry. I tried to
M
'Ere, you. 'op It ; tyke It aw'y ; blind tell the English drill sergeants their
my eyes, 'e's looking for 1s batman to business, but It did not work. They
Immediately put me as batman In their
elp Mm carry it"
Struggling under the load, with fre- mess. Many a greasy dish of stew wae
quent pauses for rest, I reached our accidentally spilled over them.
would sooner fight than be a waiter,
barracks (large car barns), and my so I when
the order came through from
It
rescue.
platoon leader came to the
was a marvel to me how quickly be headquarters calling for a draft volof
for France, I
After he 250
assembled the equipment.
had completed the task, he showed me unteered.
Then we went before the M. O.
how to adjust It on my person. Pretty (medical
officer) for another physical
Tomsoon I stood before him a propr
examination.
This was very brief. Be
my tklns In heavy marching order, asked our names
and numbers and
feeling like an overloaded camel.
boots,
On my feet were henvy-sole- d
studded with hobnails, the toes and
by
heels of which were
My legs were Insteel
cased In woolen puttees, olive drab In
color, with my trousers overlapping
them at the top. Then a woolen khnkl
tunic, under which was a bluish gray
woolen shirt, minus a collar; beneath
this shirt a woolen belly bnrd about
six Inches wide, held In place by tie
strings of white tnpe. On my head
was a heavy woolen trench cap, with
huge eorlnps buttoned over the top.
Then the equipment: A canvas belt,
with ammunition pockets, and two
wide CHnvas straps like suspenders,
called "D" straps, fastened to the belt
In front, passing over each shoulder,
crossing In the middle of my back, and
attached by buckles to the rear of the
belt. On the right side of the belt
hung a water bottle, covered with felt;
on the left side was my bayonet and
scabbard, and Intrenching tool handle,
this handle strapped to the bayonet
In the rear was my Inscabbard.
trenching tool, carried In a canvas case.
This tool was a combination pick and
A
wis
canvas haversack
spade.
strapped to the left side of the belt,
while on my back was the pack, also
of canvas, held In place by two canvas
Straps over the shoulders; suspended
on the bottom of the pack was my
The Author's Identification Disk.
mess tin or cnnteen In a neat little
jnnvos case. My waterproof sheet, said "Fit," and we went out to fight.
We were put Into troop trains and
looking like a Jelly roll, was stropped
on top of the pack, with a wooden stick sent to Southampton, where we defor cleaning the breach of the rifle pro- trained, and hud our trench rifles Isjecting from each end. On a lnnynrd sued to us. Then In columns of twos
we went up the gangplank of a little
e
around my waist hung a huge
nttnchment. steamer lying alongside the dock.
with a
At the head of the gangplank there
The pock contained my overcoat, an
extra pair of socks, change of under- was an old sergeant, who directed that
wear, hold all (eontnlnlng knife, fork, we line ourselves along both rails of
spoon, comb, toothbrush, lather brush, the ship. Then he ordered us to take
shaving soup, and a raror made of tin, life belts from the racks overhead and
with "Made In England" stamped on put them on. I have crossed the ocean
the blade; when trying to shave with several times and knew I was not sea
this It mode yon wish that you were sick, but when I buckled on that Ufe
at war with Totngonla, so that yon belt I had a sensation of sickness.
After we got out Into the stream all
could have a "hollow ground" stamped
"Mude In Germany") ; then your house- I could think of was that there were a
ontlvt, consisting million German submarines with a tor
wife,
of a brass button stick, two stiff pedo on each, across the warhead df
brushes, and a box of "Soldiers' which was Inscribed my name and adFriend" paste; then a shoe brush and dress.
After five honrs we came alongside
a box of dubbin, a writing pad. IndelI had atible pencil, envelopes, and pay book, a pier and disembarked.
and personal belongings, such as a tained another one of my ambitions,
small mirror, a decent rasor and a I was "somewhere In France." We
heaf of unanswered letters, and fags. slept In the open that night on the aide
In your haversack yon carry your Iron of the road. About six the next mornrations, meaning a tin of bully beef, ing we were ordered to entrain, I
torn biscuits and a can containing tea. looked around for the passenger
CHAPTER II.
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cnn-open-
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coaches, but all I could see on the siding were cattle cars. We climbed Into
these. On the side of each car was
a sign reading "Ilotnmes 40, Cheveaux
8." When we got Inside of the cars,
we thought that perhaps the sign
painter had reversed the order of
things. After 48 hours In these trucks
we detrained at Rouen. At this place
we went through on Intensive training
for ten days.
The training consisted of the rudi
Trenches
ments of trench warfare.
had been dug, with barbed wire en
tanglements, bombing saps, dugouts.
observation posts nnd machine gun em
placements. We were given a smattering of trench cooking, sanitation.
bomb throwing, reconnolterlng. listen
ing posts, constructing and repairing
barbed wire, "carrying In" parties.
methods used In attack and defense,
wiring parties, mass formntlon, nnd
attacks.
the procedure for polson-gn- s
On the tenth doy we again met our
friends "Hommes 40, Cheveaux 8."
Thlrty-slhours more of misery, and
.
we arrived at the town of F
After unloading our rations and
equipment, we lined up on the road In
columns of fours waiting for the order
to march.
A dull rumbling could be heard. The
sun was shining. I turned to the man
on my left and asked. "What's the
noise. Bllir He did not know, but, his
color, Jim,
face was of a
on my right, also did not know, but
suggested that I "awsk" the sergeant
Coming towards us was an old gna
rled sergeant properly fed up with
the war, so I "awsked" him.
"Think It's going to rain, sergeant?"
He looked at me In contempt, and
Vrunted, " 'Ow's It
ter rain with
I looked
the bloomin' sun
guilty.
"Them's the guns up the line, me
lad, nnd you'll get enough of 'em before yon gets back to Blighty."
My knees seemed to wilt end I
squeaked out a weak "Oh I"
Then we started our march up to the
treks. After the first
line In ten-kil- o
day's march we arrived at our rest
billets. In France they call thera rest
billets, because while In them Tommy
works seven days a week and on the
eighth day of the week he Is given
twenty-fou- r
hours "on his own."
Our billet was a spacious affair, a
large barn on the left side of the road,
which had one hundred entrances.
ninety-nin- e
for shells, rats, wind and
rain, and the hundredth one for Tommy. I was tired out, and using my
shrapnel-proo- f
helmet (shrapnel proof
until a piece of shrapnel hits It), or
tin hat for a pillow, lay down In the
straw, and was soon fast asleep. I
must have slept about two hours, when
I awoke with a prickling sensation all
over me. As I thought, the straw had
worked through my uniform. I woke
up the fellow lying on my left, who had
been up the line before, and asked
x

pea-gree- n

a bit of stone or sand to prevent splin

They were about eighteen Inches
and Tommy guarantees that a
sera tcher of this length will reach
any part of the body which may be attacked. Some of the fellows were lazy
and only made their scratchers twelve
Inches, but many a night when on
guard, looking over the top from the
trench, they
fire step of the front-lin- e
would have given a thousand "quid"
for the other six Inches.
Once while we were In rest billets an
Irish Hussar regiment camped In an
open field opposite our billet After
they had picketed and fed their horses,
a general shirt hunt took place. The
troopers Ignored the call "Dinner up."
and kept on with their search for big
game. They had a curious method of
procedure. They hung their shirts over
a hedge and beat them with their entrenching tool handles.
I asked one of them why they didn't
pick them off by hand, and he answered, "We haven't had ,a bath for
nine weeks op a change ot clnbber. If
I tried to pick the 'cooties' off my shirt
would be here for duration of war."
After tnklng a close look at his shirt, I
agreed with him; it was alive.
ters.

long,

In the next Installment Sergeant Empey tell of the realization of his ambition his arrival In a first line trench and
of how he wished he wer back
In Jersey City.

Strength Gave Gat
Mrs. Sctmitt Wis KlsertUe Frm
Kidney Trouble Until Dotn'i Cunt
U Her Assistance Now Well
"My. kidneys gave out during ths
change of life," says Mm. Margaret ha
Schmitt, 63 Alabama Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y . "My back ached and pained
as if it were broken. When I moved in
bed, sharp, darting pains caught me
mm mv Kalr and T
couldn't turn. Mornings
I wii stiff and sore and
it felt a. if heavy
weights were tied to me,
I was so worn-oat- . fallI
nfl.n itmmm Ps,r
ing from dizziness and
flashes of fire would
coiDt before my eyes,
blinding me.
rlnSckala

k.J th.

I

.,

a.

vere headaches and my kidneys didn't
act regularly. The secretions passed
too often and caused much distress.
I was hardly able to do my housework
and just to walk upstairs took all my

strength.

"As soon as I began taking Doan'l
Kidney Pillt, I improved and six
boxea put me in better health than I
had enjoyed for years."
Mrs. Schmitt gave the foregoing
statement in 1910 and on April 0,
"My cure has been
1917, she said:
permanent. I keep Doan'l on hand,
however, and take a few doses occasionally.
Cat Dean's at Any Slot, 60a a Bas

DOAN'SV
CO,

FOSTER-MILBUR-

BUFFALO. N. Y.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

PLENTY OF STORAGE

PLACES

Woman Who Has Made Home Into a
Veritable "House of a Thousand Closets."

One little woman living not far from
New York, says Harriet Slsson Gillespie In the Mother's Magazine, has been
able by the expenditure of a moderate
sum of money to transform an Impracticable closetless dwelling Into one In
which housekeeping Is not only a
pleasure, but where the problem of
storing away clothing has been satisfactorily solved.
Among her friends It Is known as
"the house of a thousand closets,"
which Is nearly If not literally true.
Every little cubby hole below the
shingles has been utilized for closet
space. There are banks of closets on
both the second and attic floors, to say
nothing of a cedar closet with sun and
nlr and electric light, for the reception of the owner's choicest possessions. Some of the closets are cedar
lined, others sheathed with matched
boards of North Cnrollnn pine, well
shellacked to keep out the moths and
frequently sprayed with a liquid In
which oil of cedur plnys a part.
A printed list of every article con
tained In the drawers and cupboards Is
htm:
tacked in plain sight In order that the
"Does the straw bother you, mate? frantic search for Inanimate things
my
uniform and I that seem suddenly to have taken
It's worked through
can't sleep."
wings and flown away, may be entirely
In a sleepy voice he answered. obviated.
"That nln't straw, them's cooties."
From that time on my friends the
New Southern Industry.
"cooties" were constantly with me.
The advantages of New Orleans as a
"Cooties," or body lice, are the bane port were emphasized in the opening
of Tommy's existence.
of a cnnnlng factory for the distribuThe aristocracy of the trenches very tion of reul green-se- a
turtles. With the
they
"cooties,"
speak
seldom call thera
exception of a small factory at Key
of them as fleas.
West, It will be the only establishment
To an American flea means a small of Its kind In America. The factory has
Insect armed with a bayonet who Is been situated at Miami, Fla., but the
wont to Jab it Into you and then hop- skip nnd Jump to the next place to be excessive freight torates and a lack of
Central American
attacked. There Is an advantage In steuiner service
having fleas on you Instead of "cooties" ports led to Its removal to Bay St.a
green-seIn that in one of his extended Jumps Louis. It will handle nothing but
caught
Central
American
in
turtles
felon
to
flea
land
the
is liable
said
low next to you; he has the typical waters, and these will be put up In
energy and push of the American, four different forms clear green turtle
while the "cootie" has the bulldog soup, thick green turtle soup, turtle
tenacity of the Englishman; he holds beef In Creole style, and "callipee,"
on and consolidates or digs In until which Is the meat of the turtle taken
from the breast, back and flippers. The
his meal Is finished.
There Is no way to get rid of them factory will turn out about 15,000 cans
No matter how often a day, or a total of 700,000 pounds a
permanently.
yon bathe, and that Is not very often, year, Including all products. There Is
culled turtle oil,'
or how many times you change your also a
underwear, your friends the "cooties" used medicinally. Fishing Gazette.
are always In evidence. The billets are
Japanese "Steel Queen" Retires.
Infested with them, especially so If
Mrs. Teruko Nukumura of Osaka,
there Is straw on the floor.
popularly
known as 'The Steel
i nave laxen a nam ana put on Queen,"
announced her retirement
has
brand-neIn
underwear;
fact, a con
plete change of uniform, and then from business. She Intends to travel
turned in for the night. The next morn about the empire giving free film
Ing my shirt would be full of them. It shows for the better education of the
Is a common sight to see eight or ten musses. She Is making elaborate prepsoldiers sitting under a tree with their arations to Instruct the uneducated
about the peoples of other nations of
shirts over their knees engaging In
the world. Her views of American
"shirt hunt."
cities are especially extensive and well
At night about half an hour before
will be concenHer
"lights out," you can see the Tommies selected.on the efforts
factory towns, where
trated
grouped around a candle, trying. In Its much Ignorance exists. Mrs. Nukumudim light, to rid their underwear of
years old and has
ra Is thirty-fou- r
the vermin. A popular nnd very quick been a widow for eight years. Her
your
Is
to take
method
shirt and draw.
deeply In debt, but she
era, and run the seams back and for husband died
management of his steel
the
undertook
ward In the flame from a candle and mills and has not only paid off all
burn them out. This practice Is dun debts but is herself rated many
times
gerous, because you are liable to burn
converted the conShe
millionaire.
a
you
garments
If
are not cern into a stock company before her
holes In the
careful.
retirement
Itecrutts generally sent to Blighty
powder
Insect
adver
a
brand
of
for
Her Coming Out, as It Were.
tised as "Good for body Uce." The ad
Wee Mary was In the room when
vertlsement Is quite right; the powder the telephone rang and her sister Elisla good for "cooties;" thty simply abeth, aged eleven, was being Invited
thrive on It
to go skating. Mary In great exciteThe older men of our battalion were ment ran to her mother, saying:
wiser and made ecratehers out of "What you think, mamma, Elizabeth
wood. These were rubbed smooth with baa her lint attempt with a boy I"

Small Pin
Small Does
Small Price
("CARTER

"

IYER

JÜ3TI
FOR

CONSTIPATION
have stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banl-- h biliousness,
headache, indigestion and to
clear up a bad complexion.
Genuine bears signatura

PALE FACES
Carter's Iron Pills
Generally Indicate a lack
of Iron In the Blood
Will help this condition

Progressing.
Widower Before I married I couldn't '
save a dollar; now that I'm married
and my wife is dead I save almost
half my salary.

it Is impossible to judge
those whom we love.

rightly

Talk Is cheap, women are fond of
bargains and thnt's all there Is to It

'

IN THE SPRING

the great test of a life and death
struggle on the Western front. In
walks of life, it is the springtime that brings ill health. One of the
chief reasons why the
man
finds himself in a bad state of health in
March or April, is because he has spent
nearly all hia hours for the past four or ,
five months penned up within the walls
of house, factory or office. It la the reason for our diminished resistance that
r
is, lack of
life, coupled with
perhaps
lack of good exercise, insufficient sleep, and constipation.
In other words, we keep feeding the
furnace with food but do not take out
the "clinkers," and our fire does not burn
brightly. Always keep the liver active.
There is nothing better for health than
taking an occasional mild laxative, perhaps once a week; such a one as you
can get at any drug store, made up of
jalap, aloes, (sugar-coatetiny, easily taken ), which has stood the
test of fifty years of approval namely,
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. But for
the "Spring Fever," the general
condition, the lack of ambition,
the
"blues," one should take a course of
treatment every spring; such a standard
tonic as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, now to be had in tablet form in
sixty-cen- t
vials. Watch the people go
plodding along the street. There's no
spring, no vitality. A vitalizing tonic such
as this vegetable extract of Dr. Pierce's
tives you the power to forre yourself into
action. The brain responda to the new
blood In circulation, and thus you're ready
to make a flKht against stagnation which
holds you In bondage. Try it nowl Don't
waltl Today la the day to beg-IGain a
little "pep," and laugh and live. Vim and
vitality are the natural
of
healthy body. It doea not spring- - up in a
night. Try this spring tonic, and you gain
the courage that comes with good healthy
will be

run-dow- n

out-doo-

over-eatin-

May-appl-

run-dow- n

BRONCHIAL TROUCLES
Soothe tba irritation and too relieve, the
cliatresa
Do both quickly and effectrnly
by promptly nsing a dependable remedy--- "

(

,

i
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The Triumphal
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Clapham, New Mexico, and R. L. 8rk
nnd M. D. Caaados, of Clayton. Nw

rch

MeiUco.

of

PAH VALVERDB
1J. 'II.

March

for
Of

Aoticb

I

Register

publication

tt Interior, V. a LmigJ
Martmi"t
office at Clatrt, ffew Mexico, March
,

'A Herchan
W know ay that t, hi
job to please hit customers.
He is 00 per cent right h
our job to please merchants
by providing the kind of
printing that is wanted. Try
us and see what we can do.

1(18.

Notice la hereby given that Thomas'
K. Huffman, of Sedan, N. M. who, on
April S, IMS. made Homestead Entry,
Serial No. 019757, for NWH Section ,
Township 23 N., Rang 3d E.. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make Three Year I'roof to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver, U. 8. Land
Office, at Clayton, N. M., on the 18th.
day of April, 1918.
Claimant names us witnesses:
John Katon, It. M. Keeker, Tom Bur-un- it
and J. E. tiusey, all of Sedan, N. M.
FAZ VALVERDE
March

13,

18.

1

We Hake Good

Register

ROTICE KOlt Pl'BI.ICATIOV

Department of tne Jnterlor, IT. S.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March
8.

high. We knew that we had
the most unusual soft drink
that had ever been offered: A
beverage combining the nutritive extracts of wholesome cereals, the zest of Saazer Hops,
a flavor all its ownand absolute purity. We knew this because, true to our own ideals,
we had experimented for years
before we were satisfied to say,
"We oiler you Bevo
it is a
different sbf t drink it is good
and it is good for you."

known principles of Anheuser-Busc- h
and all it3 products, Bevo
not only will forever maintain,
its present high standard of
quality, but as time goes on our
great endeavor shall be to make
this soft drink even more perfect in every detail of it3 good-

the land above described, before Register nnd Receiver, 17. S. Land Office, at.
Clayton. New Mexico, on the 18th. day
of April, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Elmer E. Barnhart, Austin E. Henderson, Nrlse Johnson and Perry Stead,
all of Vance, New Mexico.
PA 7. VALVERDE

ness!

March

You will find Bevo

á

High as were our hopes for
its reception, we have realized
them far and beyond our
expectations.

at inns,

4,

-

v

New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE

March

the

Bey o

soft drink
ST.

h

'.8.

-

Reglstor

8. 191S.

"V

Notice la hereby given that Thomas
XV. McCrorey,
of Clayton. N. M , who,
on March 1 and July 10, 1915, mad
Homestead Entry. Serial Nos. 19637
and 020443, for the SV4, Section II,
Township 23 N, Rang 33 K., N. 11. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make Three Year I'roof, to establish claim to the land nbov described,
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at, Clayton, ... M... on th
lain, aay oi April uis.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Juan I. Casados and Albert Yake, of
Clupham, N. M , and R. L. Sparks and
M. D. Casados, of Clayton, N. M.

Louis

OTTO JOHNSON
Distributor

13,

NOTICE FOR PIBLICATIOX
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March

Bevo is sold in bottles only, and is bottled exclusively by
Anheuser-Busc-

Register

8. 1918.

Guard against substitutes.
Have the bottle opened in
front of you, first seeing
that the seal Í3 unbroken
and that the crown, top
bears the Fox.

all-yar-ro-

18.

Notice Is hereby given that Jacob
Golbek, of Guy. N. M., who, on March
10, 1915, made Homestead Entry, Serla)
No. 013662. for SW4: SljNWiii NW!4-NWÍSection 27, and NEV4NWH Section 34, Township 30 N.,- Range 33
N. M. I'. .Meridian, hue filed nolle of
intentiont to rituke Three Yenr Proof
to establish claim to the laud above
described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M.,
on the 19th. day of April. 1918.
Claimant namca aa witnesses:
W. S. Rowley. A. N. Eels, Henry
Shlmp and D. C. l.arkln, nil ot Uuy,

cold.

wmm

13,

NOTICE FOIl I'lDLICATIO.X
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March

res-

taurants, groceries, department
and drug stores, picnic grounds,
baseball parks, soda fountains,
dining cars and other p'.aces
where refreshing beverages are

Bevo

today is an established popular success. Everywhere the same question
is asked: "Have you tried
Bevo?"

Notice Is hereby Riven that Elle
Empson,
formerly Kllae Miller, of
Vance, New Mexico, who, on Juno 20,
1913, mnd Homestead Entry, Serial No.
016409. for SWi, Section Í4, Township
23 N., Range 35 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to make
Tli roo Year Proof, to establish claim to

Now, one final, word. We promise you that, in accord with the

wc announced Bevo

v recently, our hopes were

SECRETARY

CLAYTON, NEW iMEX.

PAZ VALVERDE
13, '18.

Match

Kealeter

NOTICE OK CONTEST

Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Office st Clayton, New Mexico, March

WE ARE NOT IN BUSINESS

FOR

0111)

72, 1918.

ATTEXTIOX HOMESTEADERS
All legal advertíalas la this
paper la read aad corrected
ta copy. Read year aetlee
af latcatloa to snake Baal proof,
aad If aa error la fouad. however

HEALTH

To Out M. Chandler, of Gallegos.
Now Mexico, Contestee:
You are hereby notified that George
P. Kcirsey, who gives Gallegos, New
Mexico, as his postoffice address, did
un February 1(, 1918, file In this offic
his duly corrohorated application t

laf

BUT TO SAVE

YOUR

SOLES

alight, aoBfy

I

are esalpaed with the very beat
todera saacklaery far repair work

ma

at oace,

We

,

hoeta and ahoea, and we d such work
while yon wait.

'
i

la these tlaaes of expensive feetwear
H

XOTICB FOR PIDI.ICAT10N

Department of the Interior, U. 4. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March
-

5, 1$18.

.

-

Nolle Id hreb)r gtveit tKat L'liarli
Norman Foster, oí Clapham, New Met:
ico. who, on October 11, 1914, and October 9, 1912, mad Homestead Bntry
'and Additional Entry, Serial Nos. 012247
and 0J614O. for WHSWÜ: BEKSWK.
.Section 14: NE54NWÜ. Section 28 and
!S(iNWK; NE148WÍ4; SV7 4 NE
.Section 14, Township 23 N., Range 33
Principal Meridian, hat
j E , New Mextco
filed notice of Intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register &
Receiver, United States Lund Office at
Clayton, New Mexico, on the-lt- h
day
of April. 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John' Knox, Guy Nefg-xer- ,
Albert
lates ana Chester Yates, all of Clap- ham, New Mxlco.
PAZ VALVERLE
March
13, '18.
Register

paya to have yoor old boots aad

,

ahoea repaired. If the repatria ia daa
welt aad doae In time. But If yea wear

taeea aatll they are past redeanptloa
It la better to bay a aew pair.
Try ear method of repatrias aad be
eaaviaeed
f the fact that "repaired
la tlaaa saves the eoat of a aew pair
f ahora." We aso the best Material
we caa uri oa the market.
W. L. TOLLEV,

.

1- -4

j

Haaaser

The Clayton Electric Boot & Shoe Hospital

I

NOTICE FOR PIBLICATIOX
Department of the Interior, V. B. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March
5, 1918

um

Notice la hereby given that William
T. McCrorey, of Clapham, New Mexico,
who, on March 1 and July 10, 1915,
mad Homestead Entry and Additional
Entry, Serial Nos. 019636 and 020446,
for EMEVi, Section 28, and WHWK
Section 27, Township 23 N., Run ge 13
E., New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to male Three

TTHE Eclipse Wood Windmill keeps your tank full
- water at tne smallest possible cost. Farm- t ts using it have proven tins. Eclipse Milla I r
m:rUU pumpiDaM"Uet today without repair cosu

38 Years of Service :

in and find out about the wonderful service
1 UI
w
upcriur cunm ruci iua oí i oe luztipae.

C4ftrn

f má 1 i
(llLhlL tl

R. AV. Isaacs, Clayton, N.M.
'

IW!

ft

i

t

I

Ml''

SV

Year Proof, to establish claim to th
land abov described, before Register
and Receiver. United States Land Office at Clayton, New Mexico, on th
19th. day of April. 1913.
Claimant name aa witnesses:
Juan D. Casados and Albert Take, of

HUES

M'ADOO

1918.

contest and secure the cancellation C?
your Homestead Entry, Serial No.
022:64, mad February . 1917, for NE
Section 34, NWK Section 33, Township
17 M., Rang
81 E., N, M. P. Meridian,
and af eround tot his contest K
alleges, (hat lalA entryman .never established residence on said entry and
hat wholly abandoned th same for
more than six months last past, and
thut entryman'a said absences were
not due to his employment In th U. S.
Army, Navy, or Marina Corpa, or National Guard of th United States,
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
us confessed, nnd your said entry will
be canceled without further right to be
either before this offie or on
appvul. If you fail to 111 In this offic
within twenty days ofter the FOURTH
publication of this notice, aa shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically responding to those allegations
of contest together with due proof that
you have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person
ii r by registered mail.
You should state In your answer th
nam of the post office to which you
deslr further notices to be sent to you.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Datf)f first publication March 16.
Pate of second publication March 23.
Date of third publication March '.
Date of fourth publication Aprl :.

ÍN APPEAL

TO

CHILDREN

Ill an nppcal to Uio boys and girls
of America to enlist in the army of
workers and savers for the natiom,
Secretary of tho Treasury McAdoo
points out that if every scholl boy
and school girl will invest twenty-liv- o
cents a week in thrift stamps,
the Treasury will have six millio
dollars a week, or three hundred
million dollars a year, to help pay
(he cost of tho war.
Tho Secretary says:
"I want to enlist you as volua-leeunder tho Colors, to help tho
government put tho whole strength
of tho Nation behind our gallmt
rs

fighting men.

Our soldiesr and sailors must hno
countless cargoes of food and munitions. They must have great fleets
of íhips to carry these cargoes a- rross the Atlantic ocean.
"To perform this great task,
eMery day millions of monea
and the labor of millions of rae
and women, tho Nation must have,
the help of every one of you.
"It ia a splendid opportunity that
you have to do yotu part S win
ning the war. Try . i U dnv to fluri
some useful thing to do help at
Some homo task in stoppiny wast
and saving food and all material
now so sorely needed lie worker
and savers for the nation.
"When you receive money, if only a few pennies, lend it to tho government by tho purchase of thrift
stamps. Twenty-fiv- e
cents a wey
from every ono of you will bring
into the Treasury six million dollars week three hundred millin dollars a year to buy food and mu- -'
itious muí ships to win the war.
' W'ill you all enlist in the Army
of Workers and Savers? Ameri
in counting on you"'
,
Through tho work of the Nat
ional War Savings Committee, it ii
hoped that tho great majority of tha
22,(X)0,00t) school children will
l!ovcrnment bondholders i
the forthcoming Liberty Loan:
The llvw. dollars War Saving
stamps the "Haby Liberty bonds"
have made a strong appeal to Ut
rising generation, and many boy
anij girls are writing Secretory Mc- .V.Co to tell him they aro saving
their pennies to buy these govern'
ment securities.
stead Entry? Serial No. 024947. mad
'""H 24, 1917. for SWVi SE14, 8W 1.4.

3l"Z'

8c"

TownSE
Section
NUA.
ship SI. North: Rang'
NEW Section 3, Township SO NTTf?
32 East. New Mexico Principal Meridian, and as her grounds for her eon

.Bt.

test she alleges that said John H. Godhas never established residence
nor improved nor cultivated auid land
in any manner, has wholly abandoned
the same for more than six month,
immediately preceding the date of filing said contest, has secured no leave
of absence and ia not n the army,
navy or marine corps of tha United
States, all of which alleged defects
continue down to the date of th filing
of said contest,.
You are therefore further notified
that the Hit I1 allegations will be taken
as confesed. and your said erttry will
be canceled without further right to
be heard, either before thla office or
on appeal, if, you fail to fila in thla
office within twenty day after th
fourth publication of thla notice, at
shown below, your answer, under oath,
specifically responding to theae allega-tlos- s
of contest, together with due
proof that you have served a epy of
your answer on the aald contestant
either In persun or by registered mail.
XOTICB OP COXTKST
You should utat in your anawer th
O 6444
of the poet offic to which you
Deartmcnt of th'e Interior, V." B. Lund hume
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, March deslr future notice to be sent to you.
PA3 VALVERDE. Register.
27. 1918.
Date ot first publloatlos March SO, 1918.
To John R. Godwin of Guy, New MexDate of second publication April 8, 1918.
ico, Contestee;
You are hereby notified that Bust S. Date of third publication April 18. 1916.
Pace, who gives Clayton, New Mexico, Date of fourth publication April SO, 1916
aa her PostofTloe address, did on March
16, 1U18. file in thla office her duly cor.
robrated application to contest and sennd a leAsee for your laud. .
cure the cancellation, of your Home- hi-ar-

win,

.
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You are taking a chance

XX

Imp ifi

on losing your home
i

A small error on the part of the company who

The Superiority of Our Mill Work

pre-

pares your abstract may result in the loss of your farm or

acknowledged even by our strongest competitors. It
holds its place high in the opinion of our many custoni- -

is

home.

Our large slock, and upright dealings impress
pcoplo favorably, and vie respectfully solicit your business when you are in the market for anything In our
line.
Permit us to quote you our prices.

Would you have any redress at law?,, Not unless a
SURETY BOND stands behind your Abstract Company.
Our New Mexico law does not require an Abstractor to

TS,

bonded, but we are glad to announce to the public that we
are novv able to secure 'OUR patrons from any possible loss
that may arise through any error of ours ' in compiling their
abstracts. We are the ONLY abstract firm in Union County
that has a SURETY BOND protecting its patrons.
To feel secure, turn your work to a company that is

"be

CLAYTON CONSTRUCTION CO.

I

CLAYTOjY

APRIL

1

-.-

XK)V MEXICO

-

LAST DAY
HOW ARE YOUR EKES

FOR FEDERAL RETUílNS
Penalties for Income Dodcters Are,
Severe Get Your Return

willing to protect you.

in if You Are Liable.

I

April 1, J 913, la the 11 nal day allowed under the federal Income tax
law for the filing of federal lucouid
tax returns. Persona who nre requli
d to filo returns under the provisions
of law and who fuil to get their
In on time nre subject to severe penalties, as follows:
For making falso or fraudulent return, not exceeding $2,000 or not exceeding ono yenr's imprisonment, or
both, in the discretion of the court,
'and, In addition, 100 per cent, of the
tax evaded.
For falling to ninke return on time,
not loss than $20 nor more tlinn
uml, in addition, M per cent, of
the amount of tnx due.
If on account of illness or absence
from home you are unable to render
your return within the time prescribed
by law you may obtain an extension
of SO days if a request therefor Is filed
with the collector of your district before the due date of the return. In
this request you must state the reason why the return cannot bo filed
within the time prescribed by law.
Collectors of internal revenue nre
not authorized to grant extensions 6f
more than HO dnys, but the commissioner of internal revenue has authority to grant a reasonable extension
beyond 30 days In meritorious cases.
If you desire an extension of more
than 30 days your request should be
addressed to the commissioner nnd
should contain a detailed statement
covering the reasons which make It
Impossible for you to Hie your return
on or before April 1.
The Internal revenue men are now
completing their tour of the country,
during which they were In touch with
the people of every city nnd town. H
you failed to get In touch with the
deputy which visited your section It Is
not too late to get ndvlce. Consult
your postmaster as to where the neur-es- t
deputy Is now. Get your blank
form, study the directions and the requirements as shown thereon and
make your return without fail If your
Income was sufficient to 'come within
the bounds named In the law.
It Is pointed out by Commissioner
Roper that It is Important that the
people comply with the federal laws
as fully as they are complying with
the drafts for men and the conservation of foods and fuel. "The wnr must
be paid for," says Commissioner Ilopor.
"Congress lms os much right to con
script n Just portion of Incoinfl'.ns It
haa to conscript our boys. The tax
for 1917 Is designed to reach moderate ns well ns large Incomes, so that
nil persons who nre In financial position to bear a portion of the heavy
expenses inn be assessed
. government
in proportion to their ability to pay.
, "The man wíio is barely making a
living r bnrely supporting a family
1.1 BVj
United by the pi7law But
h
bear n slinre
"''
r,r.r'
oi tno burden lias been readied by
the new law, and be should accept Ms
responsibility In the samo patriotic
spirit that our young men hnve shown
in offering themselves for this great
purpose of the country to multe the
world safe for people of oil kinds to
live In and to govern themselves."
This tax Is one which recognizes
women ns on nu equal basis w ith uieti.

The Clayton Agency
Bonded Abstractors
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The unmarried woTnan or the married
woman with a salary must make tax
return just the snino us any man. Only
the woman supporting her mother or,
other members of her family may take
out $2,000 exemption.
Under the law the head of the family Is tho ono whose earning power contributes to the family's support
Similarly a widow with small children to support can take out 2,000
exemption and (200 additional exemption for each of her children under
eighteen.
Thus It Is Intended that
the law shall work nq hardship to women having to struggle to get along.
Hut each must tile return if ber income la $1,000.
A man whose wife dies and who la
left with small children to support
upon a íoderate Income may ulso take
full exemption under the new tax law
and also claim $200 exemption for
er.ch of his children under eighteen.
The widower under the law la a
single man and must make tax return accordingly. Married men need
not file returns unless they are earning $2.000 or more.
"Tills Is ns much a national obligation ns the reporting for duty of n man
drafted for service with the colors,"
says D. C. Iloper, commissioner of Internal revenue. "As K stands, it la
much a matter of the man or woman's own conscience. It Is for lilm
or for her to determino Just bow far
ho Is liable to the tax. lie must figure
lils own income nnd If Jt readies the
figures named In tlie'law musf make
fulthfu.1 report upon It to tho proper
authority.
"This tax Is distinctly a war mens-nn-d
will bo lu effect during tho
war.
"This Is a people's tax It reaches
right down Into the pockets of the
snail wage earner; It makes him a
partner In the job of winning the
war."
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0 Widetread lister.

Here are eighteen features

that place this implement in a class ahead of all
1

5
3
4

I
FOn YOV'n ACCOMODATION WE SELL
WAH SAYINGS STAMrS

R. W. ISAACS
Clayton

.'. New Mex.

.
mi an

tpaj

a

others?- -

sit

only widetread.
The original
Parallel rows on billalda or level
arrean d.

It

cam

tura la 'Its track.

ft

Each farrow ajaogea the next one.
Strong-- accurate, reliable and Heat

6

Opea

,

draft.

Kin- -

"Tl.tfj Euffalo nickels and one thin
dime

í

dlae roverera prevent elos

'7 Frame leveled la aa Instant.
B Rldea aa smeetklr aa a boat.
10 Hitch direct to team.
11 No coca to rip or seora to. atrip.
13 Front wheels eaa be adjusted to
different Trldtha of plantía.
13 Lar;o opea vtheela vrtden the farrow and pack the boIL
14 Una never been aa experiment 100
percent efficient from the atart.
15 Operatea with the velvet sntooth-aei- a
of a full Jeweled timepiece.
16 Id conalstantlr perfect work haa
made It aa vndUpated leader.
A. new Idea la llater balldUffi haa
J7
met nnquallfled approval.
IS A Hater with the tronblea left off.
--

Fair and Square

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
has been n household remedy all over
the civilized world for more than half
a century for constipation, intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and the generally
depressed feeling that accompanies
such disorders. It Is a most valuable
remedy for indigestion or nervous dyspepsia and liver trouble, bringing on
headache, coming up of food, palpitation of heart and many other symptoms. A few doses of August Flower
will immediately relieve you. It is a
gentle laxative.
Ask your druggist
Sold In all civilized countries. Adv.

IIAIG DRIVING

YOU'LL LAUGH!

GERMANS. BACK

DOESN'T HURT TO
LIFT CORNS OUT

8TOPPED AT ALL
POINTS WHEN ALLIES LAUNCH
COUNTER ATTACKS.

ADVANCE

Costs few cents!

Magic!

Just drop a little Freezone on
that touchy corn, instantly it
stops, achine, then you lift, the
bothersome corn off with the
fingers..

Jrulyl

IS

TOWNS

RECAPTURED

No humbug!

"Ah, Mr. Gloom
AND

Western Newspaper Union Newa Barrica.

Ottawa, March 28. British cavalry
has been in action and achieved a
brilliant victory, according to a dispatch from the Reuter correspondent
at British headquarters, received here.

1

Try Freezone I Your ' druggist
'ells a tiny bottle for a few cents,
sufficient to rid your feet of every

hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and calluses, with
out one particle of ptin, soreness
or irritation. Freezone is the
mysterious ether discovery of a
noted Cincinnati genius. Great t

BISHOP'

A

Eminent Churchman May Safely Leave
the Classification to the Many
Who Know Him.
Bishop Greer of New York, who Is a
great friend of Bishop Whitehead of
Pittsburgh, entered a restaurant reopposite another
cently and sat
man. After a time he and the man engaged tn a casual conversation and the
stranger finally said:
Ton look somewhat like a clergydo-v- n

man, slrf
"Well, I am one," said Bishop Greer,
"Oh," said the man, "Is that sot
Episcopal, I should Imagine?"
"Yes," nodded the bishop.
, "Tour work Is here In New York, I
suppose r the man continued.
"Yes." said the bishop.
"Just what Is your parish?" asked

the stranger.

"Well." answered Bishop Greer, "I
really haven't any definite parish. I
er "
"Some sort of a bishop, then, I as
sume" said the man.
The waiter at this timé brought
Bishop Greer his check.
"Yes," be answered as he rose to
go. "I'm some sort of a bishop."

Kindness Is only loaned you. As soon

as you receive it, you should pay It
to somebody else.
The mountain we climb often
us less than the grains of sand
In our shoes.
A man is never too old to learn,
he is, then he Is too old to live.

If

Wakeful

Military Funeral for Corporal Moshsr.
Lovelahd. Loveland held its second
military funeral when Corporal Max
Mosher, 22, was burled. Mosher was
called in the second draft to Camp
Funston, where he died.

Nights

oufof style

lti the family that
once drank coffee

but now uses

BOLSHEVI FIGHT INVASION.

INSTANT
POSTUM

Red Guards and Civilians Take Odessa and Three Towns In Big

Zna-menk-

erage of delicious

flavor contains no
drug elements to
upset heart or nerves
and its cheery goodness IsJust the thing
in
of a hot
trie-wa-

table
drink?

07bzrés

Amu imz?

Battle.
Official reports
say that Nlkolayev Kherson and
all southern Ukrainian cities,
have been recaptured from the Austrian by Red Guards and armed civilians. (The recapture of Kherson
and Nikolayev was reported In press
dispatches from Petrograd.) The population of Kherson organized and expelled the Invaders. A heavy artillery
bombardment is reported in connection with the recapture of Nikolayev.
Demands not set forth by the Germans
in the peace treaty with Ukraine are
creating disorder there. The latest of
these demands Is that Ukraine surrender 85 per cent of its grain and all the
sugar 'from its 114 refineries except
that needed for local consumption.
The Ukrainian Rada has protested
against this.
miles
Peasants at Neval, fifty-fou- r
horth of Vitebsk, organized to resist
They
the German food requisitions.
are reported to have killed eighty German soldiers.
Artillery

Moscow, March 28.

This wholesome bev-

ww:.-v:-'wr::..- .-

The strength of the great German
offensive In France apparently is fast
diminishing. On the seventh day of
the Titanic battle there were strong in
dications that the enemy was feeling
materially the strain he had under
gone and that his power had been
greatly inmpalred through hard usae.
While the town of Albert has been
captured from the British, and west
of Roye the French have been compelled to give ground In the face of
greatly superior numbers, the British
have repulsed heavy attacks, both
north and south of the Somme, and
also driven back across the Ancre
river the Germans who forded the
stream Wednesday.
The fighting still continues of a san
guinary character on all these sectors,
but everywhere the British and French
are holding the enemy. Especially severe has been the fighting weBt of Albert, where the Germans, in an endeavor to debouch westward, were repulsed by Field Marshal Haig's men
with the heaviest casualties.
The British gains between the
Somme and Ancre regions are represented by the recapture of the town
of Morlancourt and Chlpilly. South of
the Somme they have advanced to
Proyart, which lies to the south of
Bray.
It is estimated that In the great at
tacks delivered In mass formation
more than 300,000 of the nearly mll-tlo- n
men the Germans threw into
the fray are dead, wounded or in the
hands of their foes'.
miles represents
About twenty-fiv- e
the greatest point of penetration made
at any place by the enemy in his advance, and on the northern and southern ends of the big salient he has left
his flanks dangerously open to counter attacks, which, if successful, possibly might result in a retreat greater
than the 1916 retrograde movement of
Von Htndenburg and nullify in Its entirety the drive that has been accomplished.
It is not improbable that British and
French reserves, and possibly American troops, known to be behind the
battle front, soon will be thrown
against the weakened enemy.
Notwithstanding the strength of the
German drive, nowhere has the British or French front, along the latter
of which American troops have given
a good account of their ability as fighters, been even dented. Ground has
been given, it is true, but so skillfully
and with Luch precision of movement,
that from north to south a surveyor
scarcely could have worked out a more
even line.
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For Infanta and Children.

Mothers Know That
PMIA
Genuine Castoria
ii

r.nHOI.-- a PER CENT.
AVoáolnSlpftenafattonfbrAs

'

bognn the suave

representative of a large Eastern publishing house, who cnlled on only the
few persons In each community who
were of sufficient culture to appreciate
the valuable works which he was purveying, "I recognize you Instantly. A
gentleman told me of your remarkable resemblance to Daniel Webster,

CHIPILLY

TAKEN BY ENGLISH IN BLOW
NEAR 60MME.

'SOME SORT OF

;
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Chopping Him Off.
MORLANCOURT
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Thereby Promoting D
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yesl" interrupted J. Fuller

"The likeness Is truly astoundneither Dan nor I ever had more
than one nose. But, still more amazing, I also greatly resemble the late
Captain Kldd, in that I never give nor
ask quarter, especially to or from a
book agent." Kansas City Star.
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Constipation and Diarrhoei
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and reverisnnc"
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Got a Laugh Anyhow.
"There Is not going to be any more
marrying In Indiana," said old Judge
Daniels, a crusty old bachelor.
"How Is that?" asked his nephew,
who had Just got married.
"I see the legislature has passed a
d
persons to
law forbidding
marry ,and they are the only ones who
ever think of doing such a thing."
As old Daniels is rich, both the
nephew and his young wife Inughed
heartily at the wit of the old man.
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

: GIRLS!

MAKE A

BEAUTY

LOTION

WITH LEMONS

HOW

WAR MIGHT

BE

ENDED

Newspaper Suggests Trying
the Effect of Ring of III Omen
on the Kaiser.

i

;

I

at once?

According to a French writer this
should be possible.
In Madrid, In a certain public
square, stunds a statue of Our Lady
of Almudena; on a gold chain about
the neck of the statue hangs a ring
Nobody
rlcMy set with diamonds.
meddles with it. Even thieves let it
severely alone.
The reason Is plain. For the ring
Is endowed with a terrible power, as
Its history proves.
Alfonso XII made a present qf it to
his wife, Queen Mercedes. Queen Mercedes died a month later. Then the
king gave the bauble to his sister, the
Infanta Maria. A few days afterward
the infanta died. The ring reverting to
the royal giver, was next presented to
his late queen's grandmother, Queen
Christina, who was dead within three
months.
After that the monarch kept the
ring in his own jewel casket Within
the year he was dead. Ever since then
the ring has hung about the neck of
Rugs Made From Tissue Paper.
Our Lady of Almudena.
Rugs are now being made entirely
The French suggestion Is this : Why
from fine tissue paper and mixtures shouldn't the present king of Spain
of paper and wool. The tissue paper send the ring to the kalserT
Is twisted Into threads and woven Into
a compact heavy mat or fabric.
'
Some Student.
Buggs "He uses an awful lot of auStrong, Indeed.
"What remarkable feat In the way tomobile terms." Baggs "Sure, but he
of lifting has the strong man accom- rides in the street cars all the time."
plished latelyr
When you give up an ideal be sure
"I believe he succeeded at last In
raising his salary." London Answers. you set up another in Its place.
'
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Could the king of Spain end the war

At the cost of a small Jar of ordinary
cold cream one can prepare a full quarter pint of the most wonderful lemon
skin softener and complexion beautlfler,
by squeezing the Juice of two fresh
lemons into a bottle containing three
ounces of orchard white. Care should
be taken to strain the Juice through a
fine cloth so no lemon pulp gets in,
then this lotion will keep fresh for
months. Every woman knows that lem- on Juica Is used to blench and remove
such blemishes as freckles, saltowness
and tan and Is the ideal skin softener,
smoothener and beautlfler.
Just try It I Get three ounces of
orchard white at any pharmacy and
two lemons from the grocer and make
np a quarter pint of this sweetly fragrant lemon lotion and massage It dally
into the face, neck, arms and hands. It
should naturally help to whiten, soften,
freshen and bring out the roses ana
beauty of any skin. It Is truly marvelous to smoothen rough, red hands. Adv.

PATENTS

Don't Use Any Other
Than Cuticura Soap
To Clear Your Skin
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

Inquisitive Bobby.
Bobby Is of the inquisitive boy age.
His father, a physician, took him to
his office recently and Bobby asked
questions about everything In sight.
Finally he got Into a room where the
doctor keeps some curios, including a
skeleton.
"What's this, papa?" asked Bobby.
"The bones of a man."
"Whose bones, yours?"
"Hnrdly." the father replied.
A flat worm preserved In alcohol In
a glass jar next attracted Bobby's attention.
"Oh, pnpn, here's a noodle. Got any
more? Let's take them home for soup."
Wanted to Be Helped Out.
Mrs. Styles Will you cony over to
ten tonight?
Mrs. Myles Surely.
"And will you bring your husband?"
"Why, yes."
"And jour knitting?"
"Most assuredly."
"Oh, yes! I utmost forgot And will
you please bring over some sugar and
coal with you?"
t
Some people try to hide their
norance by saying that they are

22 Million Families
m the United States
4 CUPS OF WHEAT FLOUR TO THE POUND
family used 4 cups of flour less per week, the saving
would be 22 million pounds or 112,244 barrels every week.
The greatest help housekeepers can give to win the war is to
make this saving and if can be done by using this recipe in
place of white flour bread.

If each

Corn Meal Biscuits
scalded milk
Ícnp corn
meal
2 tablespoons shortening

18.

teaspoon aa.lt
Í cup
white floor
teaspoons Dr. Price's Baking Powder

4

Save cop of the measured flour for board. Pour milk over corn meal, add shortening and salt When
cold, add sifted flour and baking powder. Roll oat lightly cn floured board. Cut with biscuit cutter and
bake in greased pan fifteen to twenty minutes.
yC

New Red, White and Blue booklet, "Best War Time Recipes," containing many other
recipe for making delicious and wholesome wheat saving foods, mailed free.

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER. 1013 Independence Boulevard, Odcajo

FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR
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"Ready-to-Wea- r"

Our Specialty

MERCANTILE CO.

Our Specialty

A WORD TO MEN
ABOUT CLOTHES
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COMPANY!"

taught
EXPERIENCE has
look with
suspicion upon clothing

I

and for every process in its
making, we assume full responsibility. Upon its ability
to satisfy the wearer we stand

which comes from unknown
and hidden origins partic--

or fall"

1

ularly with wool growing
-

ridt even! the eye of
the expert' can detect a
slight mixture of cotton in
an unworn fabric. Nor can
fit tell from the surface of
the
whether the inner
and unseen details have been
well or badly done.
No eye

prices going higher

scarcer

'

the temptation to cheapen

and adulterate, becoming
,

stronger and stronger
The clothesmaker who has
no reputation at stake no
fixed pledges to bind him
may decide it is more profit-abl- e
to give way to the pres-sur- e
than to resist it.
An unlabeled' garment ii an

,

Your certain protection, and
ours, is a label which' identifies the garment as coming
from a maker whose name
is a guarantee of
and the excellence of workmanship that belongs with

evasion of responsibility.
i

J

Jl

I

all-wo-

In affixing their label to a
garment, on the other hand,

the Kirschbaum

clothes-maker-

s

the Kirschbaum

all-wo- ol

say," For this garment

ol,

label.

Kirschbaum Qlgilies Ih Nciv Spring Styles
Priced 'UC&t&ffisi "$ 3 9, $35, $40
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Otto Johnson Merc. Co

Claytons ONE Large
Department Store
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Warm Store With
Modern
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